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Zusammenfassung
In den letzten Jahren wurden Freiform-Fla¨chen in der Architektur immer beliebter.
Die technischen Herausforderungen, die bei der Realisierung solcher Fla¨chen zu bewa¨lti-
gen sind haben ein neues, aktives Forschungsfeld – die Architekturgeometrie – geschaffen.
In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir spezielle Kurvenmuster auf Fla¨chen, die im Design und
der Realisierung architektonischer Freiform-Fla¨chen Anwendung finden.
Zuerst betrachten wir Familien (stu¨ckweise) geoda¨tischer Kurven auf Fla¨chen die zur
Einteilung in Paneele und beim Innenraum Entwurf wichtig sind. Wir schlagen ein
Verfahren zur Ausbreitung solcher Kurven ausgehend von einer Startkurve vor, so dass
die Distanzfunktion benachbarter Kurven eine gegebene Distanzfunktion anna¨hrt. Als
lineare Approximation von Distanzfunktionen verwenden wir Jacobi-Felder. Eine Nach-
barkurve wird dann entsprechend des ausgewa¨hlten Jacobi-Feldes durch Lo¨sen eines
Optimierungsproblems bestimmt. Durch Verwendung verschiedener Distanzfunktionen
ko¨nnen unterschiedliche Kurvenmuster erzeugt werden. Die vorgestellte Methode er-
laubt den intuitiven und leicht handhabbaren Entwurf von goeda¨tischen Mustern auf
Freiform-Fla¨chen.
Im Anschluss wird eine Methode zur Berechnung funktionaler Gewebe vorgestellt.
Ein funktionales Gewebe besteht aus drei Kurvenfamilien mit regula¨rer Konnektivita¨t,
wobei die Kurven zusa¨tzliche funktionale Eigenschaften erfu¨llen mu¨ssen. Um den Her-
stellungsprozess der einzelnen Kurvenelemente zu verbessern, werden ebene, zirkula¨re
und geoda¨tische Kurvensegmente betrachtet. Die diskrete Entsprechung eines Gewebes
ist ein regula¨res Dreiecksnetz. Dabei entsprechen die Kurven des Gewebes Kantenzu¨gen
des Netzes. Die Gestalt des Gewebes wird durch ein Funktional bestimmt, das die Abwei-
chung der Kurven von geforderten Eigenschaften bestraft. Des Weiteren wird gezeigt,
dass Gewebe die aus ebenen Kurven bestehen unter Verwendung dreier Familien von
Ebenen exakt berechnet werden ko¨nnen. Durch die Bereitstellung eines Verfahrens zum
Entwurf von Geweben bestehend aus leicht herzustellenden Kurvensegmenten, liefert
diese Arbeit einen Beitrag zur Realisierung von Geweben wie sie in aktuellen architek-
tonischen Entwu¨rfen zu finden sind.
Abstract
In recent years, freeform shapes are gaining more and more popularity in architecture.
Such shapes are often challenging to manufacture, and have motivated an active research
field called architectural geometry. In this thesis, we investigate patterns of special curves
on surfaces, which find applications in design and realization of freeform architectural
shapes.
We first consider families of geodesic curves or piecewise geodesic curves on a surface,
which are important for panelization of the surface and for interior design. We propose a
method to propagate a series of such curves across a surface, starting from a given source
curve, so that the distance functions between neighboring curves are close to given target
distance functions. We use Jacobi fields as first order approximation of the distance
functions from a curve to its neighboring curves, and select a Jacobi field which is closest
to the target distance function. A neighboring curve is then computed according to the
selected Jacobi field by solving an optimization problem. Using different target distance
functions, we can generate different patterns of geodesic/piecewise geodesic curves. Our
method provides an intuitive and controllable way to design geodesic patterns on freeform
surfaces.
We then present a method to compute functional webs, which are three families of
curves with regular connectivity, where the curves have given special properties. We
consider planar, circular and geodesic properties of the curves, which facilitate the fab-
rication of curve elements. We discretize a web as a regular triangle mesh, where the
curves are represented by edge polylines of the mesh. The shape of the web is deter-
mined by optimizing a target functional which penalizes the deviation of the curves from
their target properties. Furthermore, for webs where all curves are planar, we also show
they can be computed in an exact way using three families of planes. By enabling the
design of webs composed of curve elements which are easily manufacturable, our method
addresses the challenge in realization of webs which have emerged in recent architectural
designs.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, freeform shapes are becoming more and more popular in architecture.
Following the Frank Gehry’s pioneering work in adapting digital technologies to ar-
chitectural design [Lindsey 2001] [Mitchell 2001], architects are now able to employ
computer-aided design (CAD) tools in the design process, which allow them to specify
complicated shapes in an accurate and easy way. The use of digital design tools, to-
gether with the technological advances in material and construction, have enabled the
use of freeform elements in contemporary architecture (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2 for some
examples of freeform architecture). In order to realize a complex freeform shape in a
feasible and affordable way, the designed surface is usually segmented into smaller com-
ponents which are easier to fabricate. For example, the freeform exterior surface of the
Walt Disney Concert Hall in Figure 1.1 is realized using a large number of stainless steel
panels (see Figure 1.3). This process of approximating a designed surface using simple
elements is called rationalization. For complicated freeform surfaces, rationalization is
a challenging task. First of all, the simple elements used in rationalization usually lead
to deviation between the designed surface and the approximation surface. To guarantee
Figure 1.1: Walt Disney Concert Hall, Los Angeles, designed by Frank Gehry. Photo by
Carol Highsmith.
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Figure 1.2: Hungerburg Station, Innsbruck, Austria, designed by Zaha Hadid. Photo by
Francis Wu via Flickr.
Figure 1.3: Details of the freeform exterior surface of the Walt Disney Concert Hall,
which is realized using stainless steel panels. Photos by Renee Silverman
and Richard Banks via Flickr.
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Figure 1.4: Centre Pompidou-Metz, France, designed by Shigeru Ban. The roof contains
an interwoven curve structure made from glued laminated timber. Photos
by Didier Boy de la Tour.
consistency between the realized shape and the original design, this deviation needs to
be small. Furthermore, for nice visual appearance of the realized shape, the elements of
the approximation surface need to be arranged in an aesthetically pleasing way, which
further limit the available degrees of freedom for the approximation surface. In gen-
eral, rationalization cannot be handled by standard CAD tools. This limitation has
motivated research efforts from architects, engineers, mathematicians, and computer
scientists, which have now become an active research field called architectural geometry.
Introduction to this field and recent progress can be found in the textbook [Pottmann
et al. 2007a], articles [Pottmann et al. 2008c] [Pottmann 2009] [Pottmann 2010] [Wall-
ner and Pottmann 2011], and conference proceedings [Pottmann et al. 2008a] [Ceccato
et al. 2010]. Architectural geometry aims at geometric modeling and optimization tools
for architectural needs, especially for economical realization of freeform architectural
designs. Previously, most research work focused on rationalization methods with the
approximation surface composed of various simple elements such as planar quadrilater-
als [Glymph et al. 2004] [Liu et al. 2006] [Zadravec et al. 2010], planar hexagons [Wang
et al. 2008], single curved panels [Pottmann et al. 2008b], circles [Schiftner et al. 2009],
ruled surface patches [Flo¨ry and Pottmann 2010], repeated quads or triangles [Fu et al.
2010] [Singh and Schaefer 2010], and panels produced from reused molds [Eigensatz
et al. 2010]. Other work is concerned with the optimization of multi-layer structures
[Pottmann et al. 2007b] and circular arc structures [Bo et al. 2011], which lead to easily
manufacturable beams and nodes.
In this thesis, we are instead interested in curve families on a surface. The importance
of curve families in freeform architecture is two-fold. Firstly, starting from a family of
curves on a surface, we can compute a set of single curved panels covering the surface
using the optimization algorithm from [Pottmann et al. 2008b], where the curves are
taken as the initial boundaries between the panels. Since this is a highly nonlinear
problem, the initial curves must be arranged properly to guarantee the success of the
optimization approach. For example, to compute a geodesic strip model, an initial set
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Figure 1.5: If a straight paper strip is bent to lie on a surface, it will follow a geodesic
on the surface.
of geodesic curves is needed [Pottmann et al. 2008b]. Therefore, curve families play an
important role in the panelization of a freeform surface. Secondly, curve families can be
part of a freeform architectural design (see Figure 1.4 for an example). The layout of
these curves are essential for the visual appearance as well as the structural integrity of
the design.
In architecture, some special curves have nice properties in terms of structural func-
tionality and manufacturing cost. One example is planar curves in vertical planes, which
can be used as support elements. Another example is geodesic curves. A geodesic curve
is a generalization of the notion of a straight line to surfaces [do Carmo 1976]. If we take
a straight strip made from paper or wood, and bend it to follow the shape of a surface,
the bent strip will follow a geodesic on the surface (see Figure 1.5). A family of geodesic
curves on a surface can represent a set of developable strips covering the surface, with
each strips having approximately straight development [Pottmann et al. 2008b]. These
strips can be easily fabricated by trimming standard-size rectangular strips. If a curve
element is a geodesic, it can be manufactured by bending a straight timber board about
its weak axis, which is inexpensive compared with other manufacturing approaches like
CNC machining [Pirazzi and Weinand 2006]. In this thesis, we investigate families of
special curves (such as geodesics) on freeform surfaces, and propose computational tools
to create such families. The investigation is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we are concerned with geodesic curves and piecewise geodesic curves
with approximately constant distance between each other, which can represent
wooden panels covering a surface, with each panel having approximately straight
development and small variation of width. Such panel layouts are useful for re-
alization of freeform architectural shapes, as well as for interior design. We first
review the Jacobi equation, which governs the distance between two neighboring
geodesics. Using the Jacobi equation, we propose methods to evolve a family of
geodesic/piecewise geodesic curves starting from a given source curve, so that the
distance functions between neighboring curves are close to given target distance
12
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functions.
• In Chapter 3, we are interested in curve structures consisting of three families of
curves with regular connectivity (like Figure 1.4), which we call webs. Such struc-
tures have appeared in some recent architectural designs, and might be expensive
to build due to the intricate shapes of the curve elements. We first show the
connection between these structures and a classical geometry research topic called
web geometry. Then we provide algorithms to compute webs consisting of special
curve elements, including planar, circular and geodesic curves, which can either
be manufactured in an inexpensive way, or have desirable structural properties.
We do so by solving a non-linear optimization problem, using a target functional
which takes the target properties of the curves into account. For webs consisting
of only planar curves, we show how they can be computed in an exact way using
three families of planes.
In both chapters, the curve families can be regarded as patterns on a surface. In other
words, we are investigating patterns of special curves on freeform surfaces.
13
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In this chapter, we consider the problem of cladding a general double curved surface
with straight panels. More precisely, given a double curved surface, we look for a set
of developable strips with nearly straight development, so that the strips can be bent
and joined to approximate the given surface. This problem has applications in freeform
architectural design, especially for interior spaces (see Figures 2.1, 2.2, 2.3). It can be
shown that such panels follow geodesic curves on the given surface [Pottmann et al.
2008b]. In practice, these panels are often trimmed from rectangular strips of fixed
width d. To reduce material waste, we want to have panels whose widths are close to
d. Such a problem can be solved by searching for a family of geodesic curves on the
surface with the intrinsic distance between neighboring geodesic curves close to d. In
this chapter, we solve a more general problem:
Problem 2.1. Given a freeform surface and a target distance function W (s), compute
a family of geodesics {gi} on the surface such that the distance function wi(s) from gi
to gi+1 is close to W (s), where s is the arc-length parameter of gi.
With this formulation, we can not only generate geodesic curves with almost constant
distance between neighboring curves, but also create interesting patterns of geodesics by
using special distance functions W (s).
Problem 2.1 is not easy to solve. In general, the intrinsic distance between two points
on a surface can not be expressed by a formula, except for some special surfaces such
as surfaces of constant Gaussian curvature and surfaces of revolution [do Carmo 1976].
So in practice, surface cladding with straight panels can be done only for surfaces of
special shapes (see Figures 2.1, 2.2), or in an experimental way (see Figure 2.3). In this
chapter we employ a first order approximation of the distance between two neighboring
geodesics, which enables us to solve Problem 2.1 for general freeform surfaces.
We assume that the freeform surface is given as a triangular mesh. And the resulting
geodesics will be represented as polylines on the mesh surface. The surface needs to
be of disk topology. We will not talk about how to compute actual panels from the
geodesic curves. Such a problem is addressed by [Pottmann et al. 2008b] and [Wallner
et al. 2010].
2.1 Related Work
A geodesic curve is a locally shortest path on a surface S. The computation of geodesics
is a classical topic. Depending on the given conditions, there are basically two types of
problems. The first one is an initial value problem: given a point p ∈ S and a vector
v ∈ TpS where TpS is the tangent space of S at p, find a geodesic g which is incident
with p, such that the tangent vector of g at p is v. The second one is a boundary
14
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Figure 2.1: The roof of Southern Cross Station at Melbourne, Australia, covered with
straight metal panels. Photo by Dale Gillard via Flickr.
Figure 2.2: Interior design of the experimental media and performing arts center at Rens-
selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, using straight wooden panels.
Photo by Skunkworks Photographic via Flickr.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Experimental cladding using paper strips (a) results in an office space design
by NOX Architects ((b), see [Spuybroek 2004]).
value problem: given two points p1, p2 ∈ S, find a geodesic g connecting p1 and p2. For
smooth surfaces, the first problem is equivalent to solving an initial value problem for
a second order ODE, while the second problem can be converted into the constrained
minimization of the quadratic energy
∫ ‖g˙‖2 [do Carmo 1976].
On polyhedral surfaces, geodesic curves are polylines. [Polthier and Schmies 1998]
propose straightest geodesics as solutions to the initial value problem on polyhedral
surfaces. If a straightest geodesic g crosses a surface edge E, the two segments of g
which are incident with E will form equal angles with E; if g crosses a surface vertex V ,
the two segments incident with V will bisect the sum of angles from surface faces incident
with V . The time complexity of computing a straightest geodesic is O(n), where n is
the number of edges of the surface. The boundary value problem of computing geodesics
on polyhedral surfaces is closely related to the computation of shortest paths between
two points on a surface. Since shortest path problems find applications in a wide range
of areas such as computer graphics and robotics, many algorithms have been proposed
to compute exact or approximate shortest paths between two points. [Mitchell et al.
1987] provide an algorithm (MMP) to compute the exact shortest path from a single
source point to any point on a polyhedral surface. They observe that each edge of
the surface can be divided into a set of intervals (also called windows), over which the
shortest distance function to the source point can be computed atomically. The MMP
algorithm computes these windows by propagating the distance information over the
surface, using a Dijkstra-like method. It is of time complexity O(n2 log n) and space
complexity O(n2). Using these windows, a shortest path from the source point to any
point on the surface can be traced with time complexity O(k + log n) where k is the
number of faces crossed by the path. [Surazhsky et al. 2005] show that despite the worst
case complexity O(n2 log n), the MMP algorithm can run much faster in practice. They
propose an efficient implementation of the MMP algorithm. [Liu et al. 2007] discuss
degenerate cases that might appear in the algorithm of [Surazhsky et al. 2005], and
provide algorithms to handle such cases. [Chen and Han 1990] propose an algorithm
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(CH) to construct a sequence tree to store the information about the distance from the
source point to each edge. Unlike the MMP algorithm, they do not employ Dijkstra-like
propagations. The CH algorithm is of time complexity O(n2) and space complexity Θ(n).
[Kaneva and O’Rourke 2000] propose an implementation of the CH algorithm. [Xin and
Wang 2009] improve the CH algorithm by filtering useless windows, and by maintaining a
priority queue like Dijkstra’s algorithm. Their implementation significantly outperforms
the original CH algorithm.
Exact geodesic curves between two points are usually expensive to compute. There-
fore, approximate geodesic curves are often used in practice. [Kimmel and Sethian 1998]
compute approximate geodesic paths on triangular meshes by solving the eikonal equa-
tion with the fast marching method (FMM). The running time of their algorithm is
O(n log n). Various improvements for this method have been proposed (e.g., [Novotni
and Klein 2002][Kirsanov 2004][Yatziv et al. 2006]) to achieve lower time complexity
or higher accuracy. [Mart´ınez et al. 2005] and [Xin and Wang 2010] propose iterative
methods to improve the geodesic paths computed by FMM.
For the problem of cladding freeform surfaces with developable panels, early research
evolved from the architecture of F.Gehry [Shelden 2002]. [Pottmann et al. 2008b] inves-
tigate the problem of covering freeform surfaces by developable strips. They introduce
geodesic strip models, which are continuous surfaces composed of developable strips with
nearly straight development. This is closely related to the problem we want to solve here.
In their paper the geodesic strip models are computed by numerical optimization requir-
ing careful initialization, and there is no direct control of the strip width. Instead, the
method in this chapter aims at producing geodesic curves with distance functions be-
tween neighboring curves close to prescribed functions. Such a formulation provides more
flexibility in controlling the shapes of the strips. Besides, the geodesics computed by our
methods can be used to initialize the optimization algorithm in [Pottmann et al. 2008b].
Recently, [Kahlert et al. 2011] study the tiling of a surface by strips of bounded width
whose boundary curves are quasi-geodesics [Aleksandrov and Zahlgaller 1967], which is
similar to the problem we solve in this chapter. They only aim at nearly-constant strip
widths. Besides, for surface regions with high Gaussian curvature it may not be possible
to find two neighboring geodesics without intersection. For such surfaces [Kahlert et al.
2011] can only generate quasi-geodesics with intersections, which might not be desirable
in real applications. The piecewise geodesic curves introduced in this chapter can handle
such cases and generate strip boundary curves without intersection.
2.2 Distance Between Geodesics
Although closed-form representations of the intrinsic distance between two points are
in general not available, there is a well-known first order approximation of the intrinsic
distance between two neighboring geodesics: Start at time t = 0 with a geodesic curve
g(s), which is parametrized by arc length s, and let it move smoothly with time. A
snapshot at time t = ε yields a geodesic curve g+ near g (see Figure 2.4):
g+(s) = g(s) + εv(s) + ε2(. . .).
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g(0)
g(s)
g′(s)
g+(s)( )g s
v(s)
Figure 2.4: A geodesic g(s) with Jacobi field v(s), and a neighboring geodesic g+(s)
which is at distance ≈ ε‖v(s)‖. The parameter s is the arc length along the
geodesic g, and v obeys the Jacobi differential equation (2.1). Here v(0) = 0.
The derivative vector field v(s) is called a Jacobi field. It is known that without loss of
generality we may assume v(s) is orthogonal to the curve g(s), and it can be expressed
in terms of the geodesic’s tangent vector g′ as
v(s) = w(s) ·Rpi/2(g′(s)), (2.1)
where
w′′(s) +K(s)w(s) = 0. (2.2)
Here Rα is the rotation by angle α in the tangent plane of the surface, and K(s) is the
Gaussian curvature function along g(s) [do Carmo 1976].
To make use of the Jacobi fields, we define the signed distance function from g to g+
as follows (see Figure 2.5).
Definition 2.1. Let g and g+ be two neighboring geodesic curves. For a point p ∈ g,
trace a geodesic from p with initial tangent direction Rpi/2(T (p)), where T (p) is the unit
tangent vector of g at p. Let h(t) be an arc-length parametrization of this geodesic, such
that the tangent vector of h(t) at p is Rpi/2(T (p)). Let X be the intersection point between
h and g+. Then the signed distance from p to g+ is defined as
D(p, g+) = t1 − t0,
where h(t0) = p, h(t1) = X. And the signed distance function from g(s) to g
+ is defined
as
Wg(s) = D(g(s), g+).
Now the signed distance function Wg(s) in Definition 2.1 can be approximated by a
function w(s) satisfying Equation (2.2). And Problem 2.1 is converted to a problem of
finding such a function w(s) which is close to the target distance function W (s).
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g(s) = h(t0)
X = h(t1)
D(g(s), g+)
h(t)
g
g+
Figure 2.5: The signed distance D(g(s), g+) from g(s) to g+ is computed with a geodesic
h(t) which is orthogonal to g.
2.3 Evolving Geodesics on Mesh Surfaces
2.3.1 Solving the Jacobi Equation
Since the Jacobi equation (2.2) is a second order linear ODE with coefficient function
K(s), the solutions form a two dimensional linear space. Any solution w(s) is a linear
combination of two linearly independent fundamental solutions w(1)(s), w(2)(s)
w(s) = λ1w
(1)(s) + λ2w
(2)(s). (2.3)
The fundamental solutions are found as follows: The geodesic g under consideration is
sampled at arc-length parameter values x0 < x1 < . . . < xM . The unknown function
w(s) is represented by its values wi = w(xi), i = 0, . . . ,M at the sample points. The
second derivative w′′ at xi is approximated with finite difference
w′′i =
2
Li + Li+1
(
wi+1 − wi
Li
− wi − wi−1
Li−1
), i = 1, . . . ,M − 1,
where Li = xi+1 − xi. Then at sample parameter xi, Equation (2.2) becomes
2
Li + Li+1
(
wi+1 − wi
Li
− wi − wi−1
Li−1
) +Kiwi = 0, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1, (2.4)
where Ki = K(xi) is the Gaussian curvature at point g(xi). This is a linear system.
And the solution can be written as a recurrence relation
wi+1 =
(2− Li−1LiKi)(Li−1 + Li)
2Li−1
wi − Li
Li−1
wi−1, i = 1, . . . ,M − 1. (2.5)
Then for given initial values w0, w1, we can compute wi(i = 2, . . . ,M) by Equation (2.5).
For fundamental solutions w(1) and w(2), we simply use initial values w
(1)
0 = 0, w
(1)
1 = 1
and w
(2)
0 = 1, w
(2)
1 = 0.
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Another way to solve for the fundamental solutions is to impose boundary conditions
w
(1)
0 = 0, w
(1)
M = 1 and w
(2)
0 = 1, w
(2)
M = 0 to linear system (2.4). The unknown values
w
(i)
1 , . . . , w
(i)
M−1 (i = 1, 2) can be computed by solving a tridiagonal linear system
MW = B, (2.6)
where
M =

L0L1K1−2 2L0L0+L1
2L2
L1+L2
L1L2K2−2 2L1L1+L2
. . .
2LM−2
LM−3+LM−2 LM−3LM−2KM−2−2
2LM−3
LM−3+LM−2
2LM−1
hM−2+hM−1 hM−2hM−1KM−1−2
 ,
W = [w
(i)
1 , w
(i)
2 , . . . , w
(i)
M−2, w
(i)
M−1]
T ,
B = [− 2L1w
(i)
0
L0 + L1
, 0, . . . , 0,− 2LM−2w
(i)
M
LM−2 + LM−1
]T .
This type of fundamental solution will be used in Section 2.4. Note that linear system
(2.6) may be singular and we may not get w(1), w(2) from the given boundary conditions.
This can happen when g(sM ) is conjugate to g(s0) relative to g, which means that there
exists a non-zero solution w(c)(s) of the Jacobi equation with w(c)(s0) = w
(c)(sM ) = 0
[do Carmo 1976].
2.3.2 Selecting a Jacobi Field
To select a Jacobi field closest to a target distance function W (s) on an interval I, we
compute the coefficients λ1, λ2 in Equation (2.3) by minimizing the error function
Fw =
∫
I
[w(s)−W (s)]2ds =
∫
I
[λ1w
(1)(s) + λ2w
(2)(s)−W (s)]2ds.
This problem reduces to solving a 2× 2 linear system. The solution is
λ1 =
D1E22 −D2E12
E11E22 − E212
,
λ2 =
D2E11 −D1E12
E11E22 − E212
,
where
Eij =
∫
I
w(i)(s) w(j)(s) ds, i, j = 1, 2,
Di =
∫
I
w(i)(s) W (s) ds, i = 1, 2.
And the minimum value of Fw is
minFw =
2D1D2E12 −D21E22 −D22E11
E11E22 − E212
+
∫
I
[W (s)]2ds. (2.7)
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Figure 2.6: Geodesic g+ is determined by the arc-length parameter t of a point p on hG,
and the intersection angle α between g+ and hG.
2.3.3 Computing the Next Geodesic
Once a Jacobi field w(s) is selected, we can compute a neighboring geodesic g+ according
to w(s). We uniformly sample g(s) at arc-length parameter values si(i = 0, . . . , N), and
search for a geodesic g+ which minimizes the error function
E(g+) =
N∑
i=0
[D(g(si), g+)− w(si)]2, (2.8)
where D(g(si), g+) is the signed distance from g(si) to g+ defined in Definition 2.1. A
geodesic g+ can be determined by two degrees of freedom. We can compute g+ either
from initial value conditions (a point q on g+ and the tangent vector of g+ at q), or
from boundary value conditions (two points on g+). Since computing a geodesic as a
boundary value problem is of higher time complexity than as an initial value problem
(see Section 2.1 for a review), we determine g+ from initial value conditions as follows.
For each sample point g(si), let hi be the orthogonal geodesic through g(si) which is used
in computing D(g(si), g+) (see Definition 2.1). We choose one of {hi} as the generating
geodesic, and denote it by hG. The geodesic g
+ is determined from the intersection point
p between g+ and hG, as well as the tangent vector of g
+ at p. p can be represented
using an arc-length parameter t on hG : p = hG(t); and the tangent vector of g
+ at p
can be determined from the intersection angle α between hG and g
+ (see Figure 2.6).
Therefore, the minimization of (2.8) is a non-linear least squares problem with respect
to variables t and α.
We solve this minimization problem numerically using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)
method [Madsen et al. 2004]. In each iteration, the LM method requires the partial
derivatives of D(g(si), g+) with respect to t and α. These partial derivative values are
computed analytically as follows. In general, a geodesic on a triangular mesh surface lies
on a sequence of faces. These faces can be “unfolded” into a planar domain. In other
words, there is an isometric mapping which maps these mesh faces into a set of triangles
in R2 with the same connectivity. And the geodesic curves on these faces are mapped to
straight lines [Mitchell et al. 1987]. Figure 2.7 shows the image straight lines of g+ and
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hi
Xi
hG
p = hG(t)
α
g+
Figure 2.7: Through the unfolding of mesh faces containing g+, geodesics g+ and {hi}
are mapped to straight lines g+ and {hi}.
{hi} under such a mapping. Since isometry preserves arc-length and angles, the partial
derivative values can be computed using these straight lines. For the initial values of sG
and αG, we choose
t(0) = thG(p) + w(tg(p)),
α(0) = pi2 + arctanw
′(tg(p)).
(2.9)
Here w is the selected Jacobi field function. thG(p) is the arc-length parameter of point
p on hG, where p is the intersection point between hG and g. tg(p) is the arc-length
parameter of p on g.
2.3.4 Evolution of Geodesics
From the neighboring geodesic g+ computed above, we can apply the same methods
to select a Jacobi field on g+ and compute its neighboring geodesic. Repeating this
procedure on each newly computed geodesic, we obtain a sequence of geodesics covering
the surface region on one side of the source geodesic g. The region at the other side of
g can be covered in the same way.
2.3.5 Implementation Details
Sampling of Geodesics
The sample parameters required for solving the Jacobi equation are uniformly sampled
from the considered interval of g. The same sample parameters are also used for tracing
orthogonal geodesics {hi} when computing g+.
Computation of Gaussian Curvature
Solving the Jacobi equation requires the Gaussian curvature values at the sample points
of geodesic g. To obtain these values, the input mesh surface is first pre-processed to
obtain the Gaussian curvature value at each vertex, using the jet fitting algoritm [Cazals
and Pouget 2008] implemented in CGAL [Pouget and Cazals 2011]. Then the Gaussian
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hj
hj+1
∂S
g(s)
g+(s)
Figure 2.8: Orthogonal geodesics hj , hj+1 do not intersect with g
+(s), because of the
surface boundary ∂S.
curvature value on each face is computed by linear interpolation of the values at the
three vertices.
Intersections Between Geodesics
A neighboring geodesic g+ may not intersect all orthogonal geodesics {hi} traced from
the current geodesic g, especially in surface regions near the boundary. Figure 2.8 shows
such an example. If hi does not intersect with g
+, we cannot compute D(g(si), g+) in
Equation (2.8). Therefore, the target function in (2.8) is modified to the following form
E(t, α) =
∑
i∈I
[D(g(si), g+)− w(si)]2. (2.10)
Here I is an index set such that for any i ∈ I, hi intersects with g+. During the numerical
minimization of E(t, α), we keep track of an index set I which is used for Equation (2.10).
At the start of the minimization, I is initialized as I = {i | hi intersects g+(0)}, where
g+(0) is the geodesic computed from initial variable values t
(0) and α(0) given in Equation
(2.9). Besides, hi may have more than one intersection point with g
+. To compute
D(g(si), g+), we use the intersection point which gives a signed distance value closest to
w(si).
In each iteration of the LM method, a step (δt, δα) is computed from the current vari-
able values t(k) and α(k), which gives new variable values tnew = t
(k)+δt, αnew = α
(k)+δα.
The classical implementation of the LM method performs a step control to determine
whether the new variables are accepted: The new target function value E(tnew, αnew) is
compared with the current value E(t(k), α(k)). If E(tnew, αnew) < E(t
(k), α(k)), then tnew,
αnew are accepted as the variable values for the next iteration t
(k+1) = tnew, α
(k+1) =
αnew; otherwise, tnew and αnew are rejected, and another step is computed [Madsen et al.
2004]. For our problem, the new variables may give a geodesic curve g+new which does not
intersect all the orthogonal geodesics indicated by the current index set I (see Figure 2.9
for an example). In order to compare E(tnew, αnew) with E(t
(k), α(k)), we compute a com-
mon index set Iˆ = I ∩ Inew where Inew = {i | hi intersects g+new}. Then E(tnew, αnew),
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hj
hj+1
∂S
g
g+(k)
g+(new)
Figure 2.9: Orthogonal geodesics hj , hj+1 intersect with geodesic g
+
(k) which corresponds
to the current variable values, but do not intersect with geodesic g+(new) which
corresponds to the new variable values.
Algorithm 2.1: Modified step control for the LM method.
Input: A set of orthogonal geodesics {hi}, the index set I of {hi} for
computing the target function, current variable values t and α, current
step (δt, δα), and step size thresholds εt, εα.
Output: Updated variable values t, α, updated index set I, and a boolean
variable accept representing whether the current step is accepted.
1 tnew = t+ δt, αnew = α+ δα ;
2 compute geodesic g+new from tnew and αnew ;
3 Inew = {i | hi intersects g+new} ;
4 Iˆ = I ∩ Inew ;
5 if Iˆ 6= I ∧ ( |δt| > εt ∨ |δα| > εα ) then
6 accept = FALSE;
7 return;
8 else
9 compute E(t, α) and E(tnew, αnew) using index set Iˆ;
10 if E(tnew, αnew) < E(t, α) then
11 t = tnew, α = αnew, I = Iˆ;
12 accept = TRUE;
13 return;
14 else
15 accept = FALSE;
16 return;
17 end
18 end
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Algorithm 2.2: Searching for the longest interval of Jacobi field with bounded
deviation.
Input: A set of uniform sample parameters {xi|0 ≤ i ≤M} on geodesic g,
target constant distance W , and deviation threshold ε.
Output: The longest interval [xj , xk] (0 ≤ j < k ≤M) on which a Jacobi field
satisfying condition (2.12) exists.
1 for K = M to 2 do
2 create empty set A ;
3 for I = 0 to M −K do
4 select a Jacobi field w(s) to W on interval [xI , xI+K ];
5 if w(s) satisfy condition (2.12) on [xI , xI+K ] then
6 compute fitting error EI according to Equation (2.7);
7 add index I to A;
8 end
9 end
10 if A is not empty then
11 find index I in A with the smallest error EI ;
12 xj = xI , xk = xI+K ;
13 return;
14 end
15 end
E(t(k), α(k)) are computed using Iˆ instead of I. If E(tnew, αnew) < E(t(k), α(k)) then I is
updated to Iˆ. On the other hand, if Iˆ 6= I , updating I will lead to a smaller number of
orthogonal geodesics used for computing the target function. For better fitting quality,
we would like I to be as large as possible. Since a large step (δt, δα) will easily induce
a geodesic g+new with Iˆ different from I, we reject a step if Iˆ 6= I, and |δt| or |δα| is not
small enough. This modified step control method is summarized in Algorithm 2.1.
2.3.6 Results
Here we give some examples of evolution of geodesics . In all examples, the source curve
is a straightest geodesic computed from a point on the surface, and a surface tangent at
the point. These initial conditions are specified interactively.
Constant Distance with Bounded Deviation
The most simple target distance function W (s) is a constant function. In general,
the distance function between two neighboring geodesics cannot be constant unless the
surface is developable. In the evolution of geodesics, we can look for the longest interval
[a, b] on the current geodesic g such that there exists a Jacobi field which satisfies the
condition
W − ε ≤ w(s) ≤W + ε, ∀s ∈ [a, b], (2.11)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.10: Evolution of geodesics with constant target distance and bounded deviation,
using two different source curves (dark blue) on a same surface. Here the
light blue pieces of curves show where the distance constraint (2.11) is
violated. Both examples use the same target distance valueW and deviation
error bound ε = 0.05 ·W .
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where ε > 0 is a threshold for deviation. In other words, we look for the longest interval
with a Jacobi field of bounded deviation. To do so, we first sample g(s) uniformly at
arc-length parameter values xi =
i
ML, i = 0, . . . ,M , where L is the total length of g(s).
Among them we search for the longest interval [xj , xk] (0 ≤ j < k ≤M) on which there
exists a solution w(s) of the Jacobi equation with the condition
W − ε ≤ w(si) ≤W + ε, i = j, . . . , k. (2.12)
Note that this condition is a discrete version of (2.11). The search is done with Algorithm
2.2. Then the Jacobi field closest to W on [xj , xk] is selected, and a neighboring geodesic
g+ is computed using orthogonal geodesics {hi} traced from points on g(s) within the
interval [xj , xk]. Afterward the actual distance from g to g
+ needs to be checked: We
trace another set of orthogonal geodesics {hˆi} from sample points {g(sˆi)} across the
whole curve g(s), and compute the signed distance values D(g(sˆi), g+). Then we search
for the longest interval [sˆj , sˆk] such that W − ε ≤ D(g(sˆi), g+) ≤ W + ε for j ≤ i ≤ k.
And g+ is trimmed by hˆj and hˆk to produce a segment gˆ
+, which represents the longest
range on g+ with approximately constant distance W from g(s). Figure 2.10 shows
such an example, where geodesics are evolved from two different source curves. Here
the source geodesic is shown in dark blue, the segments gˆ+ are shown in brown, and
the other parts of g+ are shown in light blue. Note that the brown curves indicate a
surface region which can be cladded with straight panels of constant width W along the
geodesics, without large gaps between the panels.
Curvature-dependent Evolution
For aesthetic reasons, we might want to have denser strips if the normal curvature across
the strip is high. This can be achieved with a curvature-dependent target distance
function W (s) = φ(|κn(s)|), where κn(s) is the normal curvature of the surface at point
g(s) along the direction orthogonal to g′(s), and φ is a monotonically decreasing function.
Figure 2.11(a) shows an example of using curvature-dependent target functions. Here
we use function
φ(|κn|) = 2|κn| arcsin
√
2ε|κn| − (ε|κn|)2,
which is the maximum length of a circular arc of curvature |κn|, which deviates no
more than ε from the corresponding chord, if ε|κn| < 1 (see Figure 2.11(b)). This circle
approximates the surface sectional curve, and the chord approximates the sectional curve
of a panel with boundary curves on the surface. In practice we want to have a lower
bound WU and WL for function W (s). So W (s) is defined as
W (s) =

WL if |κn(s)| > κL,
WU if |κn(s)| < κU ,
φ(|κn(s)|) otherwise,
where φ(κL) = WL, φ(κU ) = WU .
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ε
1
|κn|
(a) (b)
Figure 2.11: Curvature-dependent evolution of geodesics. (a) A family of geodesics
generated from a curvature-dependent target distance function. (b) The
curvature-dependent function is derived from a bound ε of the deviation
between an arc and a chord on a circle of radius 1/|κn|.
Pattern Transfer
We can even transfer straight line patterns in a plane onto geodesic patterns on a surface.
First we sketch a set of straight line segments and designate one of them to be the source
segment l0. Note that straight lines are geodesics in a plane, and Definition 2.1 defines
the distance function from a segment to the line containing its neighbor segment, which is
a linear function. Therefore, on the two sides of l0, we have two sets of distance functions
{W+0 (s), W+1 (s), . . ., W+N+(s)} and {W−0 (s), W−1 (s), . . ., W−N−(s)} between neighboring
straight line segments (see Figure 2.12). From a source geodesic g0 on a surface, we can
evolve a series of geodesics gi (i ≥ 1) on each side of g0, according to one of the above two
sets of distance functions. For a set of distance functions {W0(s), W1(s), . . ., WN (s)},
suppose function Wj(s) is measured from a segment of length Lj to its neighboring
segment. Then geodesic gi is computed from gi−1 according to a target distance function
which is a “normalized” version of WN (i)(s) where N (i) = (i− 1) mod (N + 1):
W (s) =
(Li−1 − s)WN (i)(0) + sWN (i)(LN (i))
LN (i)
.
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W−0 (L0)
W−0 (0) W
+
0 (0)
W+0 (L0)
W+1 (0)
W+1 (L1)
l0
Figure 2.12: A set of straight line segments with a designated source l0. They define two
sets of linear distance functions {W+i (s)} and {W−j (s)} on two sides of l0.
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.13: Evolution of geodesics according to distance functions defined by a set of
straight line segments.
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Figure 2.14: As-equidistant-as-possible evolution of geodesics on a surface. On high cur-
vature regions, there are intersections between the geodesics. The surface
is taken from London Aquatics Centre, by Zaha Hadid Architects.
Here Li−1 is the length of geodesic gi−1. Figure 2.13 shows some straight line segment
patterns in a plane, and their corresponding geodesic patterns on a surface.
As-equidistant-as-possible Evolution
Instead of finding the longest interval of Jacobi field satisfying a deviation bound, we
can simply select a Jacobi field w(s) which is closest to a constant function on the whole
interval of a geodesic. Depending on the underlying surface shape, the next geodesic
computed from w(s) may be far from being equidistant to the current one. It may even
intersect the current geodesic. During evolution, we can check for intersections and trim
the newly computed geodesic with existing geodesics. Such evolution gives a layout of
geodesics which are “as equidistant as possible”. Figure 2.14 shows an example of this
construction.
To reduce the number of intersections of geodesics, we can first segment the surface
into regions each of which can be covered with geodesics without many intersections.
Such a segmentation can be done using geodesic vector fields introduced by [Pottmann
et al. 2010]. Afterward we perform as-equidistant-as-possible evolution on each region
separately. Figure 2.15 shows such an example, where the generated geodesics are used
to guide the cladding with straight wooden panels.
Timings
The run time of an evolution depends on the complexity of the mesh, the sample density
of g for computing the Jacobi field and for tracing orthogonal geodesics, and the number
of geodesics that are evolved from the source curve. Table 3.1 gives the timing data of
some examples above. Here #Face is the number of faces of the surface mesh. δs is the
ratio of the distance between neighboring sample points along g to the bounding box
diameter of the surface patch. Time is the total run time of the evolution in seconds,
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.15: As-equidistant-as-possible evolution on a segmented surface. (a) Segmenta-
tion boundary (in blue), and geodesics (in brown) within each region. (b)
Design of wooden panel patterns based on (a).
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measured on a laptop with a 2.4GHz dual core CPU. %Jacobi and %NLS are the per-
centages of the total time used in computing Jacobi fields and in solving the non-linear
least squares problem for computing g+, respectively. We can see that most of the time
is spent on computing g+ by least squares minimization.
Fig #Face δs Time %Jacobi %NLS
2.10(a) 95594 6.4 · 10−4 13.4 0.82 99.17
2.10(b) 95594 6.4 · 10−4 12.1 0.91 98.84
2.11 205886 4.3 · 10−4 29.2 0.58 98.66
2.13(a) 164699 4.1 · 10−4 8.7 0.57 99.42
2.13(b) 49632 9.7 · 10−4 3.5 0.56 99.15
Table 2.1: Timing data for evolution of geodesics.
2.3.7 Limitations of Geodesic Evolution Method
Figure 2.14 shows an example where neighboring geodesics intersect, which may be
undesirable in applications. We can avoid such intersections only if we can find a solution
of the Jacobi equation with no zeros in the considered interval. It turns out that we can
tell the existence of such “useful” solutions simply by testing if the fundamental solution
w(1) with initial conditions w
(1)
0 = 0, w
(1)
1 = 1 has another zero in the interval. The
proposition below, proved in [do Carmo 1992], characterizes the two possible cases and
sums up some of their geometric properties.
Proposition 2.1. Consider a geodesic curve g(s), where s ∈ [0, L] is an arc length
parameter. Assume a fundamental solution w(1)(s) of the Jacobi equation with w(1)(0) =
0. Then there are the following two cases:
case 1 case 2
number of zeros of w(1)(s) for 0 < s ≤ L 0 ≥ 1
number of zeros of any solution on interval [0, 1] ≤ 1 ≥ 1
existence of solution nonzero in [0, L] yes no
g locally minimizes distance of g(0), g(L) yes no
The inequality K(s) > (pi/L)2 for s ∈ [0, L] implies case 2. Analogously K(s) < (pi/L)2
implies case 1.
Here case 1 corresponds to the situation of no intersection. Proposition 2.1 means that
on surface regions with large positive Gaussian curvature, we cannot avoid intersections
if the geodesics are long enough. In these regions, we can either perform segmentation,
like Figure 2.15, or consider piecewise geodesic curves introduced in Section 2.4.
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2.4 Evolving Piecewise Geodesic Curves
2.4.1 Piecewise Geodesic Curves
On surface regions with large Gaussian curvature, the Jacobi equation implies that the
distance function w(s) between two neighboring geodesics will quickly deviate from a
constant function. In other words, only on a short interval can w(s) satisfy the condition
W −ε ≤ w(s) ≤W +ε with constant W and small ε. This motivates us to cover surfaces
using curves consisting of short geodesic segments, in order to maintain approximately
constant distance between neighboring curves. We call such curves piecewise geodesic
curves.
Definition 2.2. A piecewise geodesic curve is a continuous curve consisting of geodesic
segments. If g(s), s ∈ [0, L] is the arc-length parametrization of a piecewise geodesic
curve, then there exists a set of parameter values 0 = s0 < s1 < . . . < sN = L such
that g(s) is geodesic on intervals [si, si+1], i = 0, . . . , N − 1. Each segment {g(s) | s ∈
[si, si+1]} is called an arc of g, and is denoted by gi. The points g(si)(i = 1, . . . , N − 1)
are called the breakpoints of g.
Note that the tangent vector of a piecewise geodesic curve may have discontinuity at
the breakpoints. Also note that a geodesic curve is a special piecewise geodesic curve
(consisting of only one segment of geodesic).
2.4.2 Jacobi Fields on Piecewise Geodesic Curves
Like geodesic curves, we can employ Jacobi fields to approximate the distance between
two neighboring piecewise geodesic curves. For a piecewise geodesic curve g(s), we
consider an infinitesimally close piecewise geodesic curve g+(s) with the same number
of breakpoints. For an arc gi of g(s), the distance function to the corresponding arc g
+
i
of g+(s) is defined as the distance function from gi to the geodesic curve containing g
+
i ,
using Definition 2.1. This distance function can be approximated by a solution function
wi(s) of the Jacobi equation on gi. If each arc gi corresponds to interval [si, si+1] of
g(s), and each arc g+i corresponds to interval [s
+
i , s
+
i+1] of g
+(s), then infinitesimally we
have the following condition for functions wi−1(s), wi(s) on neighboring arcs gi−1, gi
(see Figure 2.16)
wi−1(si)
cosαi
=
wi(si)
cosβi
. (2.13)
Here breakpoints g(si) and g
+(s+i ) are connected by a geodesic hi. αi, βi are the angles
between the tangent of hi at g(si) and directions Rpi/2
(
g′i−1(si)
)
, Rpi/2 (g
′
i(si)), respec-
tively.
2.4.3 Selecting Jacobi Fields on Piecewise Geodesic Curves
Given a target distance function W (s) and a piecewise geodesic curve g(s) with arcs gi
defined on intervals [si, si+1] (i = 0, . . . , N−1), we can select a set of Jacobi fields {wi(s)},
one for each arc, to approximate W (s). First we specify the directions of movement for
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g+(s+i )
g(si)i( )g siii
g(si−1)
αiiiii βiiiii
g(si+1)
gi−1
g+i−1
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g+i
wi−1(si−1)
wi(si+1)
hi
wi(si)wi−1(si)
Figure 2.16: Jacobi fields on a piecewise geodesic curve g(s).
the breakpoints, from which we read off the angles αi, βi in relation (2.13). Then {wi(s)}
are obtained by minimizing a target function
E =
N−1∑
i=0
∫ si+1
si
(wi(s)−W (s))2ds
subject to constraints (2.13) for i = 1, . . . , N − 1. On [si, si+1], wi(s) can be represented
as linear combination of two fundamental solutions w(i,1)(s), w(i,2)(s)
wi(s) = λ
(1)
i w
(i,1)(s) + λ
(2)
i w
(i,2)(s) (2.14)
with boundary conditions w(i,1)(si) = 1, w
(i,1)(si+1) = 0, w
(i,2)(si) = 0, w
(i,2)(si+1) = 1.
To satisfy condition (2.13), we introduce coefficient variables λi(i = 0, . . . , N), and let
wi(s) =
{
λiw
(i,1)(s) + λi+1w
(i,2)(s), i = 0,
cosβi
cosαi
λiw
(i,1)(s) + λi+1w
(i,2)(s), i = 1, . . . , N − 1. (2.15)
Now the target function can be written in matrix form
E = λTAλ− 2λTB +
∫ sN
s0
[W (s)]2ds.
Here
λ = [λ0, . . . , λN ]
T ,
A =

H110 H
12
0
H120 H
22
0 +(γ1)
2H111 γ1H
12
1
...
γi−1H12i−1 H22i−1+(γi)2H11i γiH12i
...
γN−2H12N−2 H
22
N−2+(γN−1)
2H11N−1 γN−1H
12
N−1
γN−1H12N−1 H
22
N−1

,
B = [D(1)0 , D
(2)
0 +γ1D
(1)
1 , ..., D
(2)
i−1+γiD
(1)
i , ..., D
(2)
N−2+γN−1D
(1)
N−1, D
(2)
N−1]
T ,
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where
γi =
cosβi
cosαi
,
D
(k)
i =
∫ si+1
si
w(i,k)(s) W (s) ds, k = 1, 2,
Hjki =
∫ si+1
si
w(i,j)(s) w(i,k)(s) ds, j, k = 1, 2.
Minimizing E leads to a symmetric tridiagonal system
Aλ = B.
And functions {wi(s)} are constructed from the solution to this system.
2.4.4 Handling Intervals Without Fundamental Solutions
On each interval [sj , sj+1], the two fundamental solutions w
(j,1)(s), w(j,2)(s) in Equation
(2.14) are computed from linear system (2.6). If this system is singular, w(j,1)(s), w(j,2)(s)
are not available. In this case, we add breakpoints to split the interval [si, si+1], until we
can solve system (2.6) to obtain fundamental solutions on each sub-interval of [si, si+1].
To do so, we first uniformly sample the interval at tk = sj+
k
Mj
(sj+1−sj) (k = 1, . . . ,Mj−
1) as candidate breakpoints. For each tk, we check whether linear system (2.6) is non-
singular on both intervals [sj , tk] and [tk, sj+1]. If this is the case, two solution functions
wj,L(s) and wj,R(s) are computed for intervals [sj , tk] and [tk, sj+1] respectively, by
minimizing the target function
ek =
∫ tk
sj
[wj,L(s)−W (s)]2 ds+
∫ sj+1
tk
[wj,R(s)−W (s)]2 ds. (2.16)
wj,L(s) and wj,R(s) need to satisfy condition (2.13) at tk, which means
wj,L(tk) = wj,R(tk). (2.17)
In order to minimize ek subject to condition (2.17). we introduce three coefficient vari-
ables λ0, λ1, λ2, and let
wj,L(s) = λ0w
(1)
j,L(s) + λ1w
(2)
j,L(s),
wj,R(s) = λ1w
(1)
j,R(s) + λ2w
(2)
j,R(s),
(2.18)
where w
(1)
j,L(s), w
(2)
j,L(s) are fundamental solutions on [sj , tk] with boundary conditions
w
(1)
j,L(sj) = 1, w
(1)
j,L(tk) = 0, w
(2)
j,L(sj) = 0, w
(2)
j,L(tk) = 1; and w
(1)
j,R(s), w
(2)
j,R(s) are funda-
mental solutions on [tk, sj+1] with boundary conditions w
(1)
j,R(tk) = 1, w
(1)
j,R(sj+1) = 0,
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w
(2)
j,R(tk) = 0, w
(2)
j,R(sj+1) = 1. Minimizing ek leads to linear equations
∂e
∂λ0
= 2(λ0H
11
L + λ1H
12
L −D(1)L ) = 0, (2.19)
∂e
∂λ1
= 2[λ0H
12
L + λ1(H
22
L +H
11
R ) + λ2H
12
R −D(2)L −D(1)R ] = 0, (2.20)
∂e
∂λ2
= 2(λ1H
12
R + λ2H
22
R −D(2)R ) = 0, (2.21)
where
H ikL =
∫ tk
sj
w
(i)
j,L(s) w
(k)
j,L(s) ds, i, k = 1, 2,
H ikR =
∫ sj+1
tk
w
(i)
j,R(s) w
(k)
j,R(s) ds, i, k = 1, 2,
D
(i)
L =
∫ tk
sj
w
(i)
j,L(s) W (s) ds, i = 1, 2,
D
(i)
R =
∫ sj+1
tk
w
(i)
j,R(s) W (s) ds, i = 1, 2.
The minimum value of ek is computed from the solution of linear system (2.19) – (2.21),
and is denoted by Ek. Among all candidate breakpoints {tk}, if at least for one of them
we can compute Ek, then the one with the smallest value of Ek is chosen as breakpoint,
and no more breakpoints are needed on [sj , sj+1]. Otherwise, we simply split [sj , sj+1]
at the midpoint (sj + sj+1)/2, and repeat the above process to add breakpoints to sub-
intervals [sj , (sj + sj+1)/2] and [(sj + sj+1)/2, sj+1]. Proposition 2.1 guarantees that
linear system (2.6) is non-singular on an interval that is short enough. Therefore, only
a finite number of breakpoints are needed for interval [sj , sj+1].
2.4.5 Adding Breakpoints to a Piecewise Geodesic Curve
The Jacobi fields computed in Section 2.4.3 may have large deviation from the target
function W (s). For each function wi(s), we check for the condition
W (si,k)− ε ≤ wi(si,k) ≤W (si,k) + ε, k = 0, . . . ,Mi, (2.22)
where ε > 0 is a given error threshold, and {si,k | k = 0, . . . ,Mi} is a set of sample
parameter values on interval [si, si+1]. If this condition is violated, a breakpoint is added
to [si, si+1], and a new set of functions {wi(s)} is computed using the new breakpoints.
If there is more than one interval violating condition (2.22), we add the breakpoint to
the interval with the largest value of the following average error function
ei =
1
si+1 − si
∫ si+1
si
[wi(s)−W (s)]2 ds.
This process is repeated until condition (2.22) is satisfied on all intervals.
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When adding a breakpoint to interval [sj , sj+1], we determine the breakpoint position
in the same way as Section 2.4.4, with the additional constraint that wj,L(s) and wj,R(s)
in Equation (2.16), together with the current Jacobi fields {wi(s)|i 6= j} on other in-
tervals, need to satisfy condition (2.13) at the current breakpoints. Depending on the
position of interval [sj , sj+1] within the whole curve, this additional constraint could
mean some boundary conditions for wj,L(s) and wj,R(s) at sj and sj+1: If there exists a
neighboring interval [sj−1, sj ], condition (2.13) at sj means that
wj−1(sj)
cosαj
=
wj,L(sj)
cosβj
⇔ wj,L(sj) = cosβj
cosαj
wj−1(sj). (2.23)
Similarly, if there exists a neighboring interval [sj+1, sj+2], we have a boundary condition
wj,R(sj+1) =
cosαj+1
cosβj+1
wj+1(sj+1). (2.24)
Also note that Equation (2.18) implies that wj,L(sj) = λ0, wj,R(sj+1) = λ2. Therefore,
condition (2.23) is equivalent to
λ0 =
cosβj
cosαj
wj−1(sj),
and condition (2.24) is equivalent to
λ2 =
cosαj+1
cosβj+1
wj+1(sj+1).
For g(s) with N intervals [si, si+1] (i = 0, . . . , N−1), we are in one of the following three
cases:
1. N = 1: No boundary condition is imposed. We solve Equations (2.19) (2.20) (2.21)
for λ0, λ1, λ2.
2. N > 1, j = 0, N −1: There is one boundary condition. For j = 0, λ2 is determined
from the boundary condition, and we solve Equations (2.19) (2.20) for λ0, λ1. For
j = 0, the boundary condition determines λ0, and Equations (2.20) (2.21) are
solved for λ1, λ2.
3. N > 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 2: There are two boundary conditions, which determine λ0
and λ2. And λ1 is determined from Equation (2.20).
Figure 2.17 illustrates the process of adding a breakpoint.
2.4.6 Computing the Next Piecewise Geodesic Curve
From the functions {wi(s)} on each arc of g(s), we can compute a corresponding piecewise
geodesic curve g+(s). If g(s) consists of only one arc, g+(s) is a geodesic curve, and is
computed in the same way as in Section 2.3.3. Otherwise, from each breakpoint Pi of
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g(sj)j( )g sj
g(sj+1)
wj−1(sj)
wj(sj)
wj(sj+1)
wj+1(sj+1)
g(s)
(a)
g(sj)j( )g sj
g(tk)t( k)g t
g(sj+1)
wj,L(sj)
wj,L(tk),j t, ( k)Lj, t,
=wj,R(tk),j t, ( k)j, t,
wj,R(sj+1)
(b)
g(sˆj)j( )g sˆj
g(sˆj+1)j( 1)g sˆj
g(sˆj+2)
wˆj−1(sˆj)
wˆj(sˆj)
wˆj+1(sˆj+2)
wˆj+2(sˆj+2)j j2( 2)ˆ sˆj j
wˆj(sˆj+1)j j( 1)ˆ sˆj j
=wˆj+1(sˆj+1)j j1( 1)ˆ sˆj j
(c)
Figure 2.17: Adding a breakpoint to piecewise geodesic curve. (a) The functions {wi(s)}
before adding a breakpoint. Interval [sj , sj+1] violates condition (2.22). (b)
For each candidate point tk on [sj , sj+1], functions wj,L(s) and wj,R(s) and
the error term Ek are computed; (c) The candidate with the smallest value
of Ek is selected as breakpoint, and functions {wˆi(s)} are recomputed using
the new breakpoints {g(sˆi)}.
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P+k = Tk(t)
Pkk
P+k−1
Pk−1
P+k+1k 1
Pk+1
θLk θ
R
k
θLk−1
θRk+1
Tk
Tk−1 Tk+1
g+k−2 g+k−1
g+k
g+k+1
Figure 2.18: The piecewise geodesic curve g+(s) is determined by arc-length parameter
t of P+k on Tk, and the angles θLi (1 ≤ i ≤ k), θRj (k ≤ j ≤ N − 1).
g(s), we trace a geodesic Ti along the movement direction of Pi which defines the relation
(2.13). Ti is called a trail curve. g+(s) is constructed as a piecewise geodesic curve with
the same number of breakpoints as g(s). And each breakpoint P+i of g
+(s) needs to lie
on the corresponding trail curve Ti.
A piecewise geodesic curve g+(s) with N arcs is determined by N + 1 degrees of
freedom. We choose one trail curve Tk as the main trail curve. The break point P+k of
g+(s) can be determined by an arc-length parameter t on Tk: P+k = Tk(t). Arc g+k−1
is traced from P+k along a direction given by the angle θ
L
k between g
+
k−1 and Tk. g+k−1
intersects trail curve Tk−1 at breakpoint P+k−1, from which we continue to trace the arcs
g+i−1 (i < k) one by one, using the angles θ
L
i between g
+
i and Ti. Similarly, starting from
P+k , we can consecutively trace each arc g
+
j (j ≥ k) using angle θRj (see Figure 2.18).
Therefore, g+(s) is determined by N + 1 variables: the arc-length parameter t of P+k on
Tk, and the angles {θLi | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and {θRj | k ≤ j ≤ N − 1}.
g+(s) is obtained from a non-linear least squares problem similar to Section 2.3.3. For
each arc gi of g(s) defined on interval [si, si+1], we uniformly sample gi at parameter
values si,j = si +
j
Mi
(si+1 − si) (j = 0, . . . ,Mi). Geodesics hi,j are traced from points
g(si,j) along directions orthogonal to gi. Signed distance values D(g(si,j), g+i ) are derived
from the intersections between hi,j and the geodesic curve containing arc g
+
i of g
+(s)
(see Figure 2.19). g+(s) is determined by minimizing the following target function with
respect to variables t, θLi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) and θRj (k ≤ j ≤ N − 1)
E =
∑
i
si+1 − si
Mi + 1
Mi∑
j=0
[D(g(si,j), g+i )− wi(si,j)]2. (2.25)
This non-linear least squares problem is solved using the LM method. The partial
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g(si)
g(si+1)
g(si,j)
hi,j
D
(g(s
i,j ), g +i
)
g+i
g+i−1 g+i+1
Figure 2.19: Orthogonal geodesic hi,j is traced from g(si,j) to compute signed distance
D(g(si,j), g+i ) to g+i .
derivatives of E are computed analytically by unfolding the mesh faces containing g+(s),
which maps g+(s), {Ti} and {hi,j} to intersecting straight line segments (see Figure 2.20).
Within the LM method, we apply modified step size control as discussed in Section 2.3.5.
2.4.7 Post-processing of the Next Piecewise Geodesic Curve
After we obtain g+(s) by numerical minimization, we still need some post-processing on
g+(s) to improve its shape.
Merging Neighboring Arcs
Sometimes it turns out that some breakpoints on g+(s) are not necessary and we can
replace some neighboring arcs of g+(s) with a single arc, without violating the bound
P
+
k
θ
L
k θ
R
kθ
L
k−1 θ
R
k+1
hk−2,j hk−1,j hk,j
hk+1,j
T kT k−1 T k+1
g+k−2
g+k−1 g
+
k
g+k+1
Figure 2.20: By unfolding the mesh faces containing g+(s), arcs {g+i } are mapped to
straight line segments {g+i }, and geodesics {Ti}, {hi,j} are mapped to
straight lines {T i}, {hi,j}.
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g(sj)j( )g sj
g(sj−1)
g(sj+1)
Tj
Tj−1
Tj+1
g+j−1
g+j g
+
j+1g+j−2
(a)
g(sj)j( )g sj
g(sj−1)
g(sj+1)
g(sj−1,l) g(sj,l)
D
(
g(
s
j−
1
,l ),
g˜
j )
D
(g(sj,l),
g˜
j)
hj,l
hj−1,lTj−1
Tj+1
g˜j
g+j+1g+j−2
(b)
g(sj)j( )g sj
g(sj−1)
g(sj+1)
Tj−1 Tj+1
g+(s)
(c)
Figure 2.21: Merging neighboring arcs on g+(s). (a) The arcs before merging. (b) A
replacement arc g˜j is computed for arcs g
+
j−1 and g
+
j , and condition (2.26)
is checked. (c) If condition (2.26) is satisfied, Tj is removed and g+(s) is
recomputed using the remaining trail curves.
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P+hh
Tj
Th
g+(s)
g(s)
(a)
P+hh
θ
Th
g˜j
(b)
Figure 2.22: If Tj is the first or last trail curve, g˜j is determined by an angle θ.
of deviation between the target distance function W (s) and the actual distance. This
can happen because the Jacobi field is only a first order approximation of the actual
distance. We would like to merge these arcs and reduce the number of breakpoints of
g+(s), because this leads to a more simple and aesthetic shape of g+(s). Note that the
possibility of merging two arcs can be indicated by a small intersection angle between
them. Therefore, we choose a pair of neighboring arcs g+j−1 and g
+
j with the smallest
intersection angle αj . If αj is smaller than a given threshold εα, we try to merge g
+
j−1 and
g+j . To do so, we first compute a replacement arc g˜j without changing the other arcs.
Then with the sample parameters {sj−1,l}, {sj,l} and orthogonal geodesics {hj−1,l},
{hj,l} which have been used previously for computing g+(s), we check the following
condition
W (sγ,l)− ε ≤ D(g(sγ,l), g˜j) ≤W (sγ,l) + ε, γ = j − 1, j, (2.26)
where D(g(sγ,l), g˜j) is the signed distance from g(sγ,l) to the geodesic curve containing
g˜j (see Figure 2.21(b)), and ε > 0 is a threshold value. If condition (2.26) is satisfied
for all sample parameters {sj−1,l}, {sj,l}, then trail curve Tj is removed, and g+(s) is
recomputed using the remaining trail curves (see Figure 2.21(c)). This procedure is
repeated until no neighboring arcs can be merged.
Depending on the position of Tj , there are different ways to compute the replacement
geodesic g˜j :
1. Tj is the only trail curve: g˜j is computed by minimizing the target function
E˜ =
∑
γ=j−1,j
sγ+1 − sγ
Mγ + 1
Mγ∑
l=0
[D(g(sγ,l), g˜j)−W (sγ,l)]2. (2.27)
This is similar to Section 2.3.3.
2. There is more than one trail curve, and Tj is the first or last trail curve: Since
other arcs of g+(s) can not be changed, g˜j needs to be incident with the breakpoint
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P+h
P+l
Xl
DTl(g˜j)
θ
Th
Tl
g˜j
Figure 2.23: The signed distance function DTl(g˜j) is used for computing arc g˜j which is
incident with P+h and P
+
l .
P+h of g
+(s) on the neighboring trail curve Th. So g˜j is determined by the angle
θ between g˜j and Th (see Figure 2.22). The value of θ is obtained by minimizing
target function (2.27).
3. There is more than one trail curve, and Tj is neither the first nor the last trail
curve: g˜j needs to be incident with breakpoints P
+
h and P
+
l on neighboring trail
curves Th and Tl. The geodesic curve containing g˜j is computed as a straightest
geodesic traced from P+h which minimizes a target function e = [DTl(g˜j)]2, where
DTl(g˜j) is the signed distance along Tl from P+l to the intersection point between
Tl and g˜j . The variable of this minimization problem is the intersection angle θ
between Tl and g˜j (see Figure 2.23).
Resolving Intersections Between Trail Curves
A trail curve Ti may intersect a neighboring trail curve Tj at a point between the break-
points Pi and P
+
i . This leads to undesired shape of g
+(s) (see Figure 2.24(a)). For such
intersections, we remove Ti, Tj , and insert a virtual trail curve T which is incident with
the center point P between Pi and Pj on g(s). Then g
+(s) is recomputed using the
remaining trail curves as well as the virtual trail curve (see Figure 2.24(b)). This pro-
cedure is repeated until all intersections between neighboring trail curves are resolved.
Trimming Trail Curves
Two neighboring piecewise geodesic curves g(s) and g+(s) can represent the boundary
curves of a sequence of straight panels joined along end points. The trail curve segments
between g(s) and g+(s) represent the boundaries between neighboring panels. Therefore,
we trim the trail curves by g(s) and g+(s) to obtain these boundary curve segments. For
an ordinary trail curve Ti, we keep the part between breakpoints Pi and P+i . For a virtual
trail curve T which intersect g+(s) at breakpoint P+, we use geodesic curve segments
to connect P
+
with each break point on g(s) associated with the trail curves that are
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Pi Pj
TiTj
g(s)
g+(s)
(a)
Pi Pj
P
T
g(s)
g+(s)
(b)
Figure 2.24: Resolving intersections of trail curves. (a) An intersection between neigh-
boring trail curves Ti and Tj , which leads to undesirable shapes of g+(s).
(b) Ti and Tj are replaced by virtual trail curve T , and g+(s) is recomputed.
replaced by T when resolving the trail curve intersections. Such connections result in
triangle-shaped panels incident with the breakpoints on virtual curves (see Figure 2.25).
2.4.8 Results
Like geodesic curves, we can cover a surface patch by evolving piecewise geodesic curves
from a source curve. In this section we give some examples of this type of evolution.
In each example, the source curve g0(s) is a geodesic curve (which is also a piecewise
P
+
Pk Pl
g+(s)
g(s)
Ti Tj
T
Figure 2.25: Trimming trail curves. The ordinary trail curves Ti, Tj are simply trimmed
by breakpoints. For virtual trail curve T , breakpoint P+ is connected to
Pk and Pl, whose original trail curves have been replaced by T .
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Figure 2.26: Piecewise geodesic curves (in brown) and trimmed trail curves (in red)
evolved from a source curve (in dark blue). The evolution is performed on
the same surface as Figure 2.14, using the same constant target distance
function and the same source curve. The error threshold for introducing
breakpoints is 5% of the target distance value.
geodesic curve with one arc), and the target distance function is a constant function. The
computation of Jacobi fields requires specifying movement directions for the breakpoints.
In all examples, we use the direction bisecting the angle between the two neighboring
arcs as the movement direction.
Figure 2.26 shows a layout of piecewise geodesic curves on the same surface as in
Figure 2.14. The evolution starts from the same source curve, using the same target
distance function. By evolving piecewise geodesic curves instead of geodesics, we get
a more equidistant layout of curves, and get rid of intersections between neighboring
curves.
Figure 2.27(a) shows the evolution of piecewise geodesic curves on the same surface
as in Figure 2.26, using a smaller target distance value for the realistic width of wooden
panels. Figures 2.27(b), 2.27(c) and 2.27(d) show a layout of wooden panels computed
from these piecewise geodesic curves, using the binormal method in [Wallner et al. 2010].
Figure 2.28 gives an example where the trail curves tend to converge and intersect.
The intersections are resolved by the post-processing algorithm to produce nice layouts
of piecewise geodesic curves and trimmed trail curves.
Figure 2.29 compares evolution of piecewise geodesic curves from the same source
curve, using the same target distance value but different error thresholds for introducing
breakpoints. The evolution with a smaller threshold produces a layout with smaller
deviation from the target distance, and introduces more breakpoints.
The timing data of some examples above is shown in Table 2.2. Here the meanings of
#Face, δs, Time, %Jacobi,%NLS are the same as in Table 3.1. %Merge, %Int and %Trim
are the percentages of time spent on merging neighboring arc, resolving intersection and
trimming trail curves, respectively.
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.27: Wooden panel layout from piecewise geodesic curves. (a) A layout of piece-
wise geodesic curves by evolution. (b) The surface is covered by wooden
panels of constant width, computed from the piecewise geodesic curves.
(c)(d) Details of the wooden panels.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.28: A surface with intersecting trail curves, viewed from different angles. The
error threshold for introducing breakpoints is 2.5% of the target distance
value.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.29: Evolving piecewise geodesic curves on the same surface from the same source
curve (blue, at extreme left), using the same target distance value and
different error threshold values. The threshold values in (a) and (b) are
7.5% and 5% of the target distance value, respectively. The surface is taken
from the top of the Lilium Tower, Warsaw, by Zaha Hadid Architects.
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Fig #Face δs Time %Jacobi %NLS %Merge %Int %Trim
2.28 91180 7.5 · 10−4 48.2 0.33 47.75 36.34 2.74 0.15
2.29(a) 32018 1.3 · 10−3 31.0 0.45 64.44 26.52 0.61 0.16
2.29(b) 32018 1.3 · 10−3 29.8 0.44 64.76 25.66 1.37 0.13
Table 2.2: Timing data for evolution of piecewise geodesic curves.
2.5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter, we present methods to evolve geodesics or piecewise geodesic curves on a
surface patch, so that the distance function between neighboring curves are close to some
specified target function. We employ the well-known Jacobi fields to approximate the
distances between neighboring curves. Since the Jacobi fields on a geodesic form a two
dimensional linear space, the problem of selecting Jacobi fields on geodesics or piecewise
geodesic curves is reduced to solving a linear system. Using the selected Jacobi fields,
a neighboring curve can be computed from the current curve by solving a non-linear
least squares problem. Piecewise geodesic curves have more degrees of freedom than
geodesics. So the evolution of piecewise geodesic curves provides more flexibility in
creating geodesic patterns on a surface, producing layouts of curves which fit the target
distance functions better. With the presented methods, we are able to create families of
geodesics or piecewise geodesic curves with nearly constant distance between neighboring
curves, as well as other interesting patterns of geodesics.
There are some limitations for these methods. First of all, Jacobi fields only provide
first order approximations of distances between geodesic curves. There may be large
approximation error, if the target distance is large, or if the underlying surface is not
smooth. Besides, The current methods only work for surface patches without holes.
Furthermore, these methods are essentially solving initial value problems, and the layout
of the generated curves depends heavily on the source curve (see Figure 2.10 for an
example of geodesics evolved from different source curves on the same surface). In order
to find an optimal layout, a user may need to try different source curves and compare
the results.
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In this chapter, we investigate the problem of realizing architectural freeform surface
shapes by regular patterns of long-range elements with special properties. Such long-
range elements include structural elements and supports, floor levels, curved panels, and
curves which are not physically realized by a single element but nevertheless are highly
visible in the design. Since these elements can be represented as curves on the surface,
we are investigating curve networks on a surface, where the curves have some special
properties. This investigation is motivated by some recent architectural designs and
constructions. In Figure 3.1, interwoven bamboo strips are used for an interior design.
These strips can be modeled as geodesics on an underlying surface. Figure 3.2 shows a
roof structure consisting of curve elements made from timber. Due to the general shapes
of these elements, they have to be manufactured by CNC machining [Scheurer 2010]. In
Figure 3.3, two families of wooden strips are imposed on a family of support elements,
to form a timber rib shell [Pirazzi and Weinand 2006]. Here the wooden strips follow
geodesics on the rib shell surface, and the support elements lie in vertical planes. Figure
3.4 is a tower with its outer shell built from laminated timber beams, where some joints of
the beams are aligned with the horizontal floor levels. From these examples we see that
certain properties of the curve elements can facilitate manufacturing, or provide desired
structural properties. In this chapter we will consider the following special properties of
the curves:
• geodesic curves are the shapes of straight panels subjected only to bending about
their weak axis and to torsion [Pirazzi and Weinand 2006], which means that they
can be manufactured from straight panels without CNC machining;
• planar curves are easily manufacturable for the simple reason that most factory
floors are flat;
• circular curves, which are part of a circle, are even more efficiently manufacturable;
• vertical curves (contained in planes parallel to a hypothetical z axis) are useful for
support elements;
• horizontal curves (contained in planes orthogonal to the hypothetical z axis) are
useful for design and for floor levels to follow.
In accordance with the above examples, we consider three families of curves
F1 = {C1(i)}i∈Z,
F2 = {C2(j)}j∈Z,
F3 = {C3(k)}k∈Z
(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Interior design using composite bamboo strips, at Tang Palace, Hangzhou,
China, designed by Atelier FCJZ.
Figure 3.2: The roof structure of Yeoju Golf Club, South Korea, designed by Shigeru
Ban, manufactured from timber using NC machining.
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Figure 3.3: Assembling screw-laminated beams for a timber rib shell prototype based
on two families of geodesics supported by a third family of vertical planar
elements [Pirazzi and Weinand 2006]. Image courtesy IBOIS (EPFL, Lau-
sanne).
Figure 3.4: The Korkeasaari Lookout Tower in Helsinki, Finland, with the outer shell
built from laminated timber beams. Photos by Jussi Tiainen.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Connectivity of the three families of curves F1, F2, F3. (a) The curves
are homeomorphic to three families of parallel lines, where any intersection
point of two lines from two families is incident with a line from the remaining
family. (b) Taking every second curve from each family, we obtain a tri-hex
structure of curves as in Figure 3.2.
which lie on a surface, with regular connectivity. This means the following properties of
the curves:
1. Two curves in the same family have no common point, i.e, Cα(i) ∩ Cα(j) = ∅
(α = 1, 2, 3) if i 6= j;
2. For any intersection point between two curves from different families p = Cα(i) ∩
Cβ(j) (α 6= β), there is a unique curve Cγ(k) (γ 6= α, β) from the remaining family,
such that Cγ(k) is incident with p;
3. For any intersection point p between two curves from different families, the tangents
of the two curves at p are linearly independent.
F1,F2,F3 are homeomorphic to three families of parallel lines (see Figure 3.5(a)). Note
that some special arrangements of curves can be obtained from the subsets of curves in
F1, F2, F3. For example, using every second curve in each family, we can obtain the
tri-hex structure in Figure 3.2. (see Figure 3.5(b)).
In this chapter, we would like to compute the curve families F1, F2, F3 such that
the curves within each family have one of the special properties listed above. This task
is converted into a numerical optimization problem, with appropriate target functionals
expressing the desired properties for the curves. In terms of architectural design, we
consider two types of problem:
1. In a rationalization problem, we are given a reference surface, and the computed
discrete web needs to be close to this surface;
2. In a form-finding problem, only part of the web is required to satisfy some posi-
tional constraints (e.g., the boundary curves are required to be incident with some
given shapes).
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Figure 3.6: A hexagonal web satisfies the condition that for any point o and a neighboring
point x1, the point x7 coincides with x1.
Usually, rationalization problems are more restrictive, and may not be solvable.
3.1 Related Work
3.1.1 Web Geometry
It turns out that the curve families in Equation (3.1) can be seen as a discrete version
of a hexagonal web, which was introduced by Blaschke and colleagues [Blaschke and Bol
1938] in a mathematical study which is now called web geometry [Chern 1982].
In web geometry, a three-web on an open domain D of a surface consists of three
one-parameter families of smooth curves
C1 = {C1(u)}u∈R,
C2 = {C2(v)}v∈R,
C3 = {C3(w)}w∈R
with the following properties [Pereira and Pirio 2009]:
1. D = ∪uC1(u) = ∪vC2(v) = ∪wC3(w);
2. Ci(s) ∩ Ci(t) = ∅ (i = 1, 2, 3) if s 6= t;
3. For any intersection point p between two curves from different families, the tangents
of the two curves at p are linearly independent.
The above properties imply that for any point q ∈ D, there exists exactly one curve
from each family which is incident with q.
A hexagonal web is a three-web with the following closure property: Let o be a point
in D, and C1(uo), C2(vo), C3(wo) be the three curves in the web which are incident
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with o. Take a point x1 ∈ C1(uo) in a neighborhood of o. According to the properties
of three-webs, there exists a unique curve C3(wx1) ∈ C3, which is incident with x1 and
intersects C2(vo) at a point x2. Similarly there exists a unique curve C1(ux2) ∈ C1 which
is incident with x2 and intersects C3(w0) at a point x3. Repeating this construction,
we get a sequence of points x1, . . . , x7 which are incident with one of the three curves
C1(uo), C2(vo), C3(wo) (see Figure 3.6). If for any point o ∈ D and any of its neighboring
point x1 ∈ C1(uo), the above construction leads to a point x7 = x1, then this three-web
is called a hexagonal web.
By comparing the definition of a three-web with the conditions we require for the curve
families F1, F2, F3 in Equation (3.1), we see that F1, F2, F3 form a discrete three-
web on a surface. Furthermore, it is trivial to verify that F1, F2, F3 satisfy the closure
property of hexagonal webs mentioned above. Therefore, we say that F1, F2, F3 form
a discrete hexagonal web. And the rationalization problem we consider here is directly
analogous to the smooth problem of covering a given surface by a web whose curves
enjoy certain properties. This is an old topic of differential geometry; unfortunately it
has been solved only for some special cases. [Graf and Sauer 1924] prove that a complete
hexagonal web of straight lines in R2 consists of the tangents of an algebraic curve of
class 3 (possibly reducible). [Mayrhofer 1931] shows that surfaces of constant Gaussian
curvature have the same variety of hexagonal webs of geodesics as the plane. For general
surfaces, however, it is not known exactly which surfaces can be covered by a hexagonal
web of geodesics: [Volk 1929] shows that for such surfaces, the coefficients of the first
fundamental form must fulfill a certain third order PDE, for which a general solution
looks hopeless. Likewise it is unknown which webs of planar curves a general surface
can support (apart from the trivial cases of projecting webs of straight lines in R2 onto a
surface). The very reduced problem of describing all webs in R2 formed by three linear
pencils of circles has been solved only recently [Lazareva 1988] [Shelekhov 2007]. We
conclude that many smooth problems of differential geometry which directly correspond
to the problems studied here are unsolved, and it is difficult to obtain additional insight
from the smooth case.
Geometry Processing
In the field of geometry processing, there is some work concerning curve networks with
the same combinatorics as those considered here. [Wallner et al. 2007] consider such
curve networks which minimize certain energy functionals. [Nieser et al. 2010] introduce
hexagonal global parameterizations, where the parameter lines have the topology of
hexagonal webs. Neither of them considers the functional properties which we aim at
here. [Pottmann et al. 2010] construct a hexagonal web of approximately geodesic curves
on a mesh surface by computing three scalar functions on the surface, with the level set
curves of each function being approximately geodesic. For these level set curves to form
a hexagonal web, the function values need to satisfy a certain algebraic condition. The
three scalar functions are determined by minimizing a target functional which penalizes
the deviation of the level set curves from geodesics. In this chapter, we compute geodesic
webs in a different way, i.e., by searching for regular triangle meshes whose edge polylines
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Figure 3.7: A discrete hexagonal web can be represented by a regular triangle mesh. (a)
For an interior vertex v, neighboring vertices vi and vi+3 (i = 1, 2, 3) belong
to the same polyline which represents a curve in the web. (b) A simple
regular mesh which represents a web. The blue, yellow and red families of
polylines represent planar, geodesic and circular curves, respectively.
are straightest geodesic curves on the mesh surface. Such an approach enables us to
consider also hexagonal webs with other types of curves, such as planar curves and
circular curves, and provides a general framework for computing discrete webs.
3.2 Discrete Webs by Global Optimization
In this section we present a method to construct discrete hexagonal webs by optimizing
a target functional. The key idea is that a discrete hexagonal web can be discretized
as a regular triangle mesh (i.e., each interior vertex is of valence 6), such that the edge
polylines of the mesh represent the curves of the web, while the mesh vertices represent
the intersection points between the curves. Then the underlying surface of the web is
represented by the mesh surface. Among the six neighboring vertices vi (i = 1, . . . , 6)
of an interior vertex v, two opposite ones vi and vi+3 (i = 1, 2, 3) belong to the same
edge polyline representing a curve (see Figure 3.7(a)). Using this rule, we can infer three
families of edge polylines L1, L2, L3 corresponding to the three families of curves F1,
F2, F3 in Equation (3.1) (see Figure 3.7(b)). Therefore, the problem of computing a
web with specified properties of curves is converted to a problem of computing a regular
triangle mesh whose edge polylines have the specified properties. In a rationalization
problem, the mesh needs to approximate the given surface. In a form-finding problem,
the mesh needs to satisfy the given positional constraints. Such a mesh is determined
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by minimizing a target functional
f =
∑
j
λpropjfpropj (Lj) +
∑
j
λfairjffairj (Lj) + λproxfprox + λbdryfbdry. (3.2)
Here fpropj (Lj) refers to a functional which penalizes the deviation of family Lj from
its required property. ffairj (Lj) is a fairness functional for family Lj . fprox penalizes the
deviation between the mesh surface and the constraint shapes which the mesh surface
needs to be close to. fbdry penalizes the deviation between the mesh boundary curves and
the target boundary curves. fprox and fbdry express the positional constraints imposed on
the web surface by a rationalization or form-finding problem. The λ’s represent weights.
The variables for this minimization problem are the mesh vertex coordinates, as well as
the auxiliary variables required by the functionals. This minimization problem is solved
using numerical optimization. The formulation of each functional is explained below.
3.2.1 The Fairing Functional
For a polyline L, we employ second order or third order differences of consecutive vertices
in L as a fairing functional
hfair,II(L) =
∑
v1,v2,v3 consecutive in L
‖v1 − 2v2 + v3‖2,
hfair,III(L) =
∑
v1,v2,v3,v4 consecutive in L
‖v1 − 3v2 + 3v3 − v4‖2.
(3.3)
The fairing functional for a polyline family L is defined as the sum of one of the above
terms in (3.3) for all polylines in L
ffair,σ(L ) =
∑
L∈L
hfair,σ(L), σ = II, III. (3.4)
We may choose different σ in (3.4) for different families of polylines. Functional hfair,II(L)
reaches a minimum when the vertices of L are uniformly distributed on a straight line,
while hfair,III(L) is minimized only if the vertices of L lie on a parabola or a straight
line. hfair,II(L) is more restrictive since it tends to “straighten” the polyline. On the
other hand, hfair,II(L) is able to produce more evenly spaced vertices on the polyline.
The choice between hfair,II(L) and hfair,III(L) depends on the specific requirement from
the actual problem.
3.2.2 The Shape Proximity Functional
Functional fprox expresses the deviation between the web surface mesh and the constraint
shapes. For a rationalization problem, the constraint shape is a given surface which needs
to be approximated by the web. For a form-finding problem, the constraint shapes can
be some curves or points with which the web surface needs to be incident. fprox can
have one of the following two forms:
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The Proximity Functional using Sample Points of the Constraint Shapes
The first form of fprox is defined using the shortest distance from a set of sample points
P of the constraint shapes to the mesh M representing the web
fprox,I =
∑
p∈P
[dist(p,M)]2. (3.5)
Here dist(p,M) is the shortest distance from point p to M . It is evaluated by searching
for a footpoint p⊥ on M , whose distance to p is the smallest among all points of M .
Then dist(p,M) = ‖p − p⊥‖. To minimize the target functional (3.2) by numerical
optimization, we also need to compute the derivatives of dist(p,M) with respect to the
variables of the minimization problem. When the variable values undergo small enough
changes, we can obtain closed-form representations of dist(p,M), from which we can
compute the derivatives with respect to the current variable values. Depending on the
footpoint position p0⊥ on the current mesh, there are three cases to consider:
1. p0⊥ is in the interior of a face F of mesh M : For small enough changes of vertex
positions of M , the footpoint of p on the new mesh will still lie on F . There-
fore, locally dist(p,M) equals the distance from p to the plane containing F . Let
v1, v2, v3 be the vertices of F , then dist(p,M) has a local representation
dist(p,M) = |(p− v1) ·NF |, (3.6)
where
NF =
(v2 − v1)× (v3 − v1)
‖(v2 − v1)× (v3 − v1)‖ ,
is the unit normal vector of the face. Note that here dist(p,M) only depends on
the coordinates of v1, v2, v3. The derivative of dist(p,M) with respect to any other
variable is zero.
2. p0⊥ is in the interior of an edge E of M : For small enough changes of vertex
positions of M , the new footpoint still lies on E, unless p is on a plane which is
incident with E and orthogonal to a face containing E. Since such a case happens
with probability zero, it can be ignored in practice. Therefore, dist(p,M) locally
equals the distance from p to the straight line containing E. Let v1, v2 be the two
vertices of E, then
dist(p,M) = ‖(p− v1)− TE(TE · (p− v1))‖,
where
TE =
v2 − v1
‖v2 − v1‖
is a unit tangent vector of the edge. Here dist(p,M) only depends on the coordi-
nates of v1 and v2.
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3. p0⊥ coincides with a vertex v of M : For small enough changes of vertex positions
of M , the new footpoint still coincides with v, unless p is on the surface of the
following pyramid P̂ : the apex of P̂ is at v; the base polygon of P̂ is an nv-gon at
infinity, where nv is the valence of v; there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the pyramid faces {Fi} incident with the apex, and the mesh edges {Ei} incident
with v, so that Ei is orthogonal to Fi. Point p lies on the surface of P̂ with
probability zero. Therefore, dist(p,M) locally equals the distance from p to v
dist(p,M) = ‖p− v‖.
This function only depends on the coordinates of v.
The Proximity Functional using Vertices of the Web Surface
The second form of fprox can be used in rationalization problems, where the constraint
shape is a given surface S. It is defined using the tangential distance from the vertices
{v} of the web surface mesh M to S
fprox,II =
∑
v∈M
[distT (v, S)]
2. (3.7)
Here the tangential distance distT (v, S) is defined as the signed distance from vertex v
to the tangent plane of S at v⊥, where v⊥ is the footpoint of v on S. distT (v, S) only
depends on the coordinates of v. To compute the derivatives of distT (v, S), we ignore
the dependence of the footpoint v⊥ on the position of v, and distT (v, S) becomes a linear
function of the coordinates of v. The square of this tangential distance is suggested by
[Pottmann and Leopoldseder 2003] as an approximation of the true squared distance
function (SQDF) from v to S, if the footpoint v⊥ is not on the boundary of S. It is in
second order agreement with the SQDF if v is close to S [Pottmann and Leopoldseder
2003].
Comparison Between the Two Forms
fprox,II can only be used for rationalization problems, while fprox,I can be used in ratio-
nalization as well as form-finding. Besides, fprox,I requires the web surface to cover the
whole constraint shapes: If we sample the constraint shapes densely enough, minimiz-
ing functional fprox,I requires every sample point to be close to the web surface mesh,
effectively covering the constraint shapes with the web surface. Such a covering effect
can not be guaranteed by fprox,II: For a given constraint surface S, a web surface mesh
M with all vertices lying on a sub-region of S leads to a minimum of fprox,II. However,
S is not entirely covered by M .
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3.2.3 The Boundary Proximity Functional
For a boundary polyline B of the web surface mesh, and a curve CB as the target position
of B, the following functional penalizes the deviation between B and CB
hbdry(B) =
∑
v∈B
[distT (v, CB)]2. (3.8)
Here v is a vertex on polyline B, distT (v, CB) is the distance from v to the tangent line
of CB at the footpoint of v. The value and derivatives of distT (v, CB) is evaluated in a
way similar to distT (v, S) in (3.7). The boundary proximity functional fbdry is the sum
of the functional (3.8) for all boundary curves of the web surface
fbdry =
∑
B
hbdry(B).
3.2.4 The Planar Property
For a polyline to be a planar curve, all of its vertices need to lie on the same plane. A
plane in R3 can be represented by a unit normal vector n and a scalar d, such that any
point p on the plane satisfies
p · n− d = 0. (3.9)
Since p · n − d is the signed distance from point p to the plane, we use the following
functional to penalize the deviation of a polyline from a plane
hplanar(L) =
∑
v∈L
(nL · v − dL)2. (3.10)
Here unit vector nL and scalar dL are auxiliary variables representing the plane. The
planar property functional for a polyline family L is defined as
fplanar(L ) =
∑
L∈Iplanar(L )
fplanar(L).
Here Iplanar(L ) is the set of polylines in L which need to be planar and have more
than three vertices. We only consider polylines with more than three vertices, because
a polyline with less than four vertices is always planar. For numerical optimization, the
initial values of nL and dL in (3.10) are obtained from the best fitting plane to the initial
vertex positions in L, using principal component analysis (PCA) [Jolliffe 2002].
Special Positions of Planes
For a polyline L to lie in a horizontal plane, we note that a horizontal plane has constant
unit normal vector n = (0, 0, 1), and functional (3.10) is modified to
hHplanar(L) =
∑
v∈L
(vz − dL)2,
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Figure 3.8: Distance from a point v to a circle C. The plane P which contains the circle
is determined from an orthonormal frame e1, e2, e3 at point OP = d·e3. Plane
P is incident with OP and has normal vector e3. The distance from v to its
footpoint vC⊥ on C can be decomposed as ‖v−vC⊥‖2 = ‖v−vP⊥‖2+‖vP⊥−vC⊥‖2,
where vP⊥ is the footpoint of v on P .
where vz is the z coordinate of vertex v, and dL is the only auxiliary variable. For L to be
in a vertical plane, we note that a vertical plane has unit normal vector n = (nx, ny, 0),
and functional (3.10) is modified to
hVplanar(L) =
∑
v∈L
(nL,xvx + nL,yvy − dL)2,
where vx, vy are the x and y coordinates of vertex v, and scalars nL,x, nL,y, dL are
auxiliary variables with the constraint (nL,x)
2 + (nL,y)
2 = 1. Also note that although a
polyline with no more than three vertices is always planar, it may not be in a vertical
plane or horizontal plane. Therefore, for functionals hHplanar(L) and h
V
planar(L), we cannot
ignore polylines with less than four vertices.
3.2.5 The Circular Property
For a polyline L to represent a circular curve, we require all the vertices of the polyline
to be on a circle. Therefore, the following functional penalizes the deviation of a polyline
L from a given circle C
hcircle(L) =
∑
v∈L
[dist(v, C)]2, (3.11)
where dist(v, C) is the distance from a vertex v to its footpoint vC⊥ on circle C. Note that
the squared distance [dist(v, C)]2 can be decomposed into two parts (see Figure 3.8)
[dist(v, C)]2 =
∥∥v − vC⊥∥∥2 = ∥∥v − vP⊥∥∥2 + ∥∥vP⊥ − vC⊥∥∥2 = [dist(v, P )]2 + [dist(vP⊥, C)]2.
Here vP⊥ is the footpoint of v on the plane P which contains circle C, dist(v, P ) =∥∥v − vP⊥∥∥ is the distance from v to the plane P , and dist(vP⊥, C) = ∥∥vP⊥ − vC⊥∥∥ is the
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distance from vP⊥ to circle C. Plane P can be represented by a unit normal vector e3
and a scalar d, so that
[dist(v, P )]2 = (v · e3 − d)2.
Furthermore, a pair of orthonormal vectors e1, e2 parallel with P leads to a local coor-
dinate system (ξ1, ξ2) in P , with the origin at OP = de3, and the two coordinate axes
parallel to e1 and e2, respectively. In this local coordinate system, the footpoint v
P
⊥ has
coordinates
ξ1(v
P
⊥) = v · e1, ξ2(vP⊥) = v · e2. (3.12)
Besides, in this coordinate system, the circle C can be represented by an equation
g(ξ1, ξ2) = b0(ξ
2
1 + ξ
2
2) + b1ξ1 + b2ξ2 + b3 = 0, (3.13)
where scalars bi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) satisfy a normalization constraint
b21 + b
2
2 − 4b0b3 = 1. (3.14)
Using this representation, the squared distance [dist(vP⊥, C)]
2 can be approximated by
[g(ξ1(v
P
⊥), ξ2(v
P
⊥))]
2 [Pratt 1987]. Here we do not use the center position and the radius
value to represent a circle, because we want to include straight lines as special cases of
circles, which cannot be represented using the center and the radius. Now functional
(3.11) can be written as
hcircle(L) =
∑
v∈L
(v · e3 − d)2 + [g(ξ1(vP⊥), ξ2(vP⊥))]2. (3.15)
Note that e1, e2, e3 form an orthonormal frame, which can be encoded by a unit quater-
nion [Kuipers 2002]. Therefore, the auxiliary variables for (3.15) are scalars d, bi
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3), and the unit quaternion representing e1, e2, e3. For initial values of the
auxiliary variables, we first compute a best fitting plane for the vertices of L using PCA,
which gives e3 and d. Any pair of orthonormal vectors in this plane can be chosen as
e1 and e2, giving the initial value of the unit quaternion. Then we compute the local
coordinates for the footpoints of the vertices of L on plane P , according to (3.12). The
initial values of bi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) are computed by fitting a circle to these footpoints
using a metric derived from (3.13) [Chernov 2010]. Using (3.15), the circular property
functional for a polyline family L is defined as
fcircle(L ) =
∑
L∈Icircle(L )
hcircle(L),
where Icircle(L ) are the set of polylines in L which are required to be circular and have
more than three vertices. We ignore polylines with no more than three vertices because
their vertices are always on the same circle.
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Figure 3.9: The geodesic condition of a mesh polyline at a vertex is defined using the
angles {ωi}i=1,...,6 formed by the neighboring edges {ei}i=1,...,6 of the vertex.
3.2.6 The Geodesic Property
When dealing with geodesic mesh polylines we employ the concept of straightest geodesics
introduced by [Polthier and Schmies 1998]. For an interior vertex v of a regular mesh,
there are six edges ei = vvi(i = 1, . . . , 6) incident with v (see Figure 3.9). Each pair
of opposite edges ei and ei+3 (indices modulo 6) belongs to a polyline from one of the
three families. Let ωi ∈ [0, pi) be the angle between edges ei and ei+1. Then the polyline
which contains ei and ei+3 is a straightest geodesic at v if [Polthier and Schmies 1998]
ωi + ωi+1 + ωi+2 = ωi+3 + ωi+4 + ωi+5. (3.16)
Accordingly the following functional expresses the straightest geodesic condition at v for
the polyline containing ei and ei+3
hgeod(v, i) = (
2∑
j=0
ωi+j −
5∑
k=3
ωi+k)
2. (3.17)
Note that since
ωi = arccos (
vi − v
‖vi − v‖ ·
vi+1 − v
‖vi+1 − v‖),
functional hgeod(v, i) depends on the positions of v and its one-ring neighbor vertices.
For a polyline L to be a straightest geodesic, condition (3.16) needs to be satisfied at
every interior mesh vertex of L. The following functional penalizes the deviation between
L and a straightest geodesic
hgeod(L) =
∑
v∈V(L)
hgeod(v, iv(L)), (3.18)
where V(L) is the set of interior mesh vertices on L, and iv(L) is the smallest index of
a neighboring edge of v which belongs to polyline L. The geodesic property functional
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for a polyline family L is defined as
fgeod(L ) =
∑
L∈Igeod(L )
hgeod(L),
where Igeod(L ) is the set of polylines in L which are required to be geodesic.
3.2.7 Counting Degrees of Freedom
For a mesh with NV vertices, there are Nf = 3NV degrees of freedom (d.o.f) for vertex
coordinates. The planar, circular and geodesic properties of mesh edge polylines induce
constraints on the mesh vertex coordinates. If the effective number of these constraints
is larger than Nf , the minimization of functional (3.2) may not produce satisfactory
results. Here we count the number of these constraints, to see what properties we can
require for a web.
The Planar Property
For a polyline L which is required to be planar, each vertex needs to satisfy a condition
(3.9). The effective number of constraints for L is
Cplanar(L) = N
L
V −NLaux,
where NLV is the number of vertices on L, and N
L
aux is the number of d.o.f. provided by
the auxiliary variables for the plane. For a general plane, NLaux = 3; for a vertical plane,
NLaux = 2; for a horizontal plane, N
L
aux = 1. For all polylines of a family L to be planar,
the total number of constraints is
Cplanar(L ) =
∑
L∈L ,
NLV ≥mL
Cplanar(L) ≤ NV −
∑
L∈L ,
NLV ≥mL
NLaux.
Here mL is the required minimum number of vertices for L. mL = 2 if L is contained in
a vertical or horizontal plane, and mL = 4 if L is in a general plane.
A web where all curves are planar is called a planar web. For a regular mesh to rep-
resent a planar web, all edge polylines need to be planar, and the number of constraints
induced by the planar property is∑
i=1,2,3
Cplanar(Li) ≤ 3NV −
∑
NLV >mL
NLaux.
The difference between the number of d.o.f. from vertex coordinates and the number of
constraints from the planar property is
Nf −
∑
i=1,2,3
Cplanar(Li) ≥
∑
NLV >mL
NLaux.
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Figure 3.10: A trivial planar web. A web of straight lines in plane P is projected to a
surface S, using point Z as the center of projection. This results in a trivial
planar web on S.
Therefore, we still have some degrees of freedom for the mesh to satisfy the positional
constraints imposed by a rationalization or form-finding problem. Indeed, every surface
S can be covered by a planar web in a trivial way: Take a plane P with a web W of
straight lines on it, and a point Z which is not incident with plane P . Each straight
line L in the web W, together with point Z, determine a plane PL. The intersection
between PL and the surface S is a planar curve on S, which we call the projection of
L from center Z onto S. The projections of all straight lines in W from Z onto S is a
planar web on S (see Figure 3.10). We call such a planar web trivial. A planar web is
trivial if there exists a point Z such that for every curve C in the web, there is a plane
which contains C and Z. In some cases we can even rationalize a surface with a planar
web which is not trivial. See Figure 3.15 for an example.
The Circular Property
The circular property of a polyline L requires each vertex of L to satisfy two conditions:
(1) the vertex lies on the plane of the circle; (2) the footpoint of the vertex in this plane
satisfies Equation (3.13). The number of d.o.f. provided by the auxiliary variables is six.
Therefore, the effective number of constraints for L is
Ccircle(L) = 2N
L
V − 6.
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If we want to construct a mesh where all polylines are circular, the total number of
constraints is
Ccircle =
∑
NLV >3
(2NV (L)− 6).
This number is often larger than Nf . So the circular property is more restrictive than
the planar property, and we can construct webs of circular curves only in some special
cases.
The Geodesic Property
The geodesic property of a polyline L induces one constraint (3.16) for each interior
mesh vertex of L. Therefore, for all members of a polyline family L to be geodesic, the
number of constraints Cgeod(L ) equals the number of interior vertices NIV of the mesh.
For a geodesic web (i.e., all polylines are geodesic), the total number of constraints is∑
i=1,2,3
Cgeod(Li) = 3NIV .
The difference between Nf and the total number of constraints is
Nf −
∑
i=1,2,3
Cgeod(Li) = 3NV − 3NIV = 3NBV ,
where NBV is the number of boundary vertices of the mesh. In other words, we have
as many degrees of freedom as the coordinates of boundary vertices. We can therefore
expect that a geodesic web is uniquely determined by its boundary. It is possible to
construct a geodesic web which approximates a given surface (see Figure 3.11 for an
example).
3.2.8 Implementation Details
Numerical Minimization of the Target Functional
The minimization of functional (3.2) is a non-linear least squares problem. We solve
it using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method [Madsen et al. 2004]. The first order
derivative values required by the LM method are computed analytically. Since each
squared component of the target functional only depends on a small number of variables,
we need to solve a sparse linear system in each iteration. This is done using the sparse
Cholesky factorization in [Chen et al. 2008].
Handling Auxiliary Variables with Normalization Constraints
Some auxiliary variables are subject to normalization constraints. For example, the
coordinate variables nL,x, nL,y, nL,z of the unit normal vector nL in (3.10) needs to
satisfy (nL,x)
2 + (nL,y)
2 + (nL,z)
2 = 1. This side condition complicates the computation
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of derivatives. To make nL,x, nL,y, nL,z independent of each other, we represent the unit
vector nL as
nL =
(nL,x, nL,y, nL,z)√
(nL,x)
2 + (nL,y)
2 + (nL,z)
2
.
This representation incorporates the normalization condition. The derivatives of nL with
respect to nL,x, nL,y, nL,z can be computed analytically, as long as (nL,x)
2 + (nL,y)
2 +
(nL,z)
2 > 0. At the start of the LM method, the initial values n
(0)
L,x, n
(0)
L,y, n
(0)
L,z are
normalized. In each iteration of the LM method, a step ∆X is computed for all variables.
Let δnL,x, δnL,y, δnL,z be the be the components of ∆X for nL,x, nL,y, nL,z, respectively,
and let n
(k)
L,x, n
(k)
L,y, n
(k)
L,z be the corresponding current values of variables. We compute the
candidate values
n
(new)
L,x = n
(k)
L,x + δnL,x,
n
(new)
L,y = n
(k)
L,y + δnL,y,
n
(new)
L,z = n
(k)
L,z + δnL,z,
and check for the condition(
n
(new)
L,x
)2
+
(
n
(new)
L,y
)2
+
(
n
(new)
L,z
)2
> ε (3.19)
where ε > 0 is a small threshold. We modify the step control algorithm for the LM
method, so that if condition (3.19) is violated, the step ∆X is rejected and a new step
is computed. If a step is accepted, n
(new)
L,x , n
(new)
L,y , n
(new)
L,z are normalized to become the
values of nL,x, nL,y, nL,z in the next iteration
n
(k+1)
L,x =
n
(new)
L,x
D
, n
(k+1)
L,y =
n
(new)
L,y
D
, n
(k+1)
L,z =
n
(new)
L,z
D
,
where D =
√(
n
(new)
L,x
)2
+
(
n
(new)
L,y
)2
+
(
n
(new)
L,z
)2
. All variables that are subject to nor-
malization constraints are handled in this way.
Evaluation of Footpoints
Some functionals require searching for a footpoint p⊥ of given point p on a surface or
a curve. We assume that the surface is given as a mesh, and the curve is given as
a polyline. The evaluation of the footpoint on a mesh surface can be done efficiently
using a kd-tree [Bentley 1975] for the mesh faces. Such a kd-tree can be constructed
in O(n log n) time, and enables query of the footpoint in O(log n) time, where n is the
number of faces on S [de Berg et al. 2008]. Similarly, the evaluation of the footpoint on
a polyline is done using a kd-tree for the segments of the polyline.
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Sampling Points on Reference Shapes
Functional (3.5) is defined using a set of sample points of the reference shape. Our
implementation allows the user to specify the number n of sample points. For a refer-
ence curve, the n sample points are generated by uniformly sampling the curve in the
considered interval. For a reference surface, the sample points are generated according
to [Alliez et al. 2003], which uniformly sample a mesh surface according to the given
number of sample points.
Choosing Functional Weights
The functional weights in (3.2) need to be specified by the user. Note that each functional
f is represented as sum of squared components σi
f =
∑
i
(σi)
2.
A weight λ for functional f can be interpreted as a fixed contribution factor wf for all
components
λf =
∑
i
(wfσi)
2,
which means
λ = Nf (wf )
2
where Nf is the number of components in the definition of f . In this way, the weighted
sum of a set of functionals
{
fi =
∑
j
[
σ
(i)
j
]2}
can be written as
∑
i
λifi =
∑
i
∑
j
[
wfiσ
(i)
j
]2
.
The contribution factor wfi is a more intuitive way to measure the influence of a compo-
nent in the target function. Our implementation allows the user to specify wfi for each
functional fi, instead of setting their weights {λi} directly.
Note that the components of the geodesic property functional represent angular values,
while the components of other functionals represent distance values. To combine them
into a single target functional in a meaningful way, we normalize all components into
compatible quantities as follows. Let D be the bounding box diameter for the initial
web surface. If σ is a component representing a distance value, we divide it by D to
obtain a ratio
ρ =
σ
D
. (3.20)
For an angular component σ =
∑2
k=0 ωi+k −
∑5
k=3 ωi+k in (3.17), we note that the
following value is the discrete total geodesic curvature at vertex v for the polyline L
containing ei and ei+3 [Polthier and Schmies 1998]
K = 2pi
θ
·
∑2
k=0 ωi+k −
∑5
k=3 ωi+k
2
=
σpi
θ
,
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where θ =
∑5
k=1 ωi+k. Also note that the part of L which is associated with v has length
(Ei+Ei+3)/2, with Ei and Ei+3 being the length of ei and ei+3, respectively. Therefore,
the geodesic curvature of L at v can be computed as
κLg (v) =
K
(Ei + Ei+3)/2
=
2σpi
θ(Ei + Ei+3)
. (3.21)
The ratio between bounding box diameter D and the radius of a circle with curvature
|κLg (v)| is
τ = D|κLg (v)| =
2D|σ|pi
θ(Ei + Ei+3)
. (3.22)
τ equals the geodesic curvature of the polyline when the model is rescaled so that D = 1.
Therefore, τ serves as a normalized geodesic curvature value. Since usually θ ≈ 2pi, and
Ei + Ei+3 ≈ 2e where e is the average edge length of the web surface, we approximate
the signed version of ratio τ as
ρ =
Dσ
2e(0)
, (3.23)
where e(0) is the average edge length of the initial web surface mesh. Now for each
functional fi, we can normalize its components {σ(i)j } into ratio values {ρ(i)j }, according
to (3.20) or (3.23). The contribution factor wfi for each functional is applied to these
components to obtain the normalized target functional
F =
∑
i
∑
j
[
wfiρ
(i)
j
]2
. (3.24)
3.2.9 Results
This section gives some examples of computing discrete webs by optimization.
Geodesic Webs
The following examples construct discrete geodesic webs for rationalization or form-
finding. The initial mesh of the web is contained in the best approximation plane P
for a set of sample points {qi} on the given constraint shapes, computed with PCA.
This initial mesh is of rectangular shape, with its sides aligned with the two principal
directions of {qi} which are parallel with P . The target functional is of the form
T = λproxfprox,I + λfair
∑
i
ffair,II(Li) + λgeod
∑
i
fgeod(Li). (3.25)
Figure 3.11 is a rationalization example. Figure 3.11(a) is the reference surface which
needs to be approximated by the web. The initial mesh is shown in Figure 3.11(b). Figure
3.11(c) is the optimized mesh, which covers the whole reference surface. Figure 3.11(e)
is the color-coded normalized geodesic curvature τ (see Equation (3.22) for definition)
for the three families of polylines (shown in white) on the optimized mesh. Since we are
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
1 10−1 10−2 10−3
(e)
Figure 3.11: Rationalization using a geodesic web. (a) The reference surface. (b) The
initial mesh for the web. (c) The optimized mesh. (d) The polylines of the
optimized mesh are trimmed by the reference surface, resulting in a curve
network on the reference surface. (e) The color-coded normalized geodesic
curvature values (defined in Equation (3.22)) for the three families of mesh
polylines (in white).
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Figure 3.12: An architectural design based on Figure 3.11(d), where the curve elements
can be realized by bending straight wooden panels.
(a)
(b) (c)
1 10−1 10−2 10−3
(d)
Figure 3.13: Form-finding using a geodesic web. (a) The given constraint curve (in dark
blue), and the initial mesh for the web. (b) The optimized mesh, which
is incident with the constraint curve. (c) The polylines of the optimized
mesh are trimmed by the constraint curve. (d) The color-coded normalized
geodesic curvature values for the three families of mesh polylines.
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Figure 3.14: By deleting some polylines in the geodesic web of Figure 3.13(c) we obtain
a tri-hex structure which serves as the basis of an architectural design.
The greater part of beams in this example is to be made from layers, each
individually bent into shape (which is possible due to the geodesic property).
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only concerned with the curves on the given surface, we trim the optimized mesh with
the boundary of the given surface, and obtain a curve network shown in Figure 3.11(d).
Figure 3.12 is an architectural design based on the geodesic polylines in Figure 3.11(d),
which can be realized by bending wooden panels.
Figure 3.13 shows an example of form-finding. We are given a curve which represents
the desired boundary of the geodesic web. The geodesic web needs to be incident with
this curve. Figure 3.13(a) shows the given curve (in blue) and the initial mesh. Figure
3.13(b) is the optimized mesh. Note that the second order difference fairing functional
ffair,II in (3.25) leads to shrinking of the mesh surface, while the proximity functional
fprox,I prevents the mesh from shrinking beyond the given constraint curve. Figure
3.13(d) shows the normalized geodesic curvatures for the three polyline families in the
optimized mesh. We trim the optimized mesh with the given boundary curve to obtain
a curve network shown in Figure 3.13(d). An architectural design based on the curves
in Figure 3.13(d) is shown in Figure 3.14. Here every second curve of each family is
removed to produce a tri-hex structure.
Planar Webs
We show below two examples of rationalization using planar webs. The target functional
is of the form
F = λproxfprox + λfair
∑
i
ffair,III(Li) + λplanar
∑
i
fplanar(Li). (3.26)
In Figure 3.15, the reference surface is the top of the Lilium Tower. We use fprox,II as
the proximity functional in (3.26). The vertices of the initial mesh is incident with the
reference surface (see Figure 3.15(a)). Since we are interested in non-trivial planar webs,
we fix the auxiliary variables of the planar property for four polylines, such that they
represent four planes which do not have a common point. This prevents the mesh from
evolving into a shape where all polylines are in planes with a common intersection point.
The optimized mesh is shown in Figure 3.15(b). To visualize the deviation of a polyline
L from planar curves, we compute a best fitting planar polyline L of L for comparison.
The vertices of L are the footpoints of the vertices of L on a plane PL, which is the best
fitting plane for the vertices of L. In Figure 3.15(b), the polylines of the optimized mesh
are shown in brown, while their best fitting planar polylines are shown in dark blue with
smaller radius (75% of the radius of the brown polylines). In this way, a large deviation
of the optimized polylines from the planar property is indicated by the visibility of blue
polylines. Figure 3.15(b) shows that the planarity constraints for the polylines are well
satisfied. To check whether or not the planar web in Figure 3.15(b) is trivial, we can
search for a point p which is closest to all planes {Pi} for the polylines, by minimizing
the following target function
T (p) =
∑
i
[dist(p, Pi)]
2, (3.27)
where dist(p, Pi) is the distance from point p to plane Pi. This is a linear least squares
problem. After that we compute the footpoint of p on each plane Pi. If the planes
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.15: Rationalization using a planar web. (a) The reference surface and the initial
mesh. (b) The optimized mesh, with the best fitting planar curves (in dark
blue, with smaller radius) for the mesh polylines. The fact that the dark
curves are hardly visible indicates small deviation between the polylines and
exactly planar curves. (c) We check whether the planar web is trivial, using
a point p (in red) minimizing the target function (3.27) and its footpoint
(in yellow) onto the planes containing the polylines. The footpoints do not
concentrate at point p, indicating that the web is not trivial.
{Pi} have a common intersection point, the footpoints will be concentrated at p. Figure
3.15(c) shows the point p (in red) and the footpoints (in yellow) for the optimized mesh.
We can see that the computed planar web is not trivial.
In Figure 3.16, we aim at a web of planar curves with tri-hex connectivity. The initial
mesh in Figure 3.16(b) is created using 3D modeling tools. We require every second
polyline of each family to be planar. For the proximity functional we use fprox,I, which
leads to an optimized mesh that covers the whole reference surface (see Figure 3.16(c)).
By removing the mesh surface regions outside the reference surface, and by collecting
the polylines with planarity constraints, we obtain a tri-hex structure shown in Figure
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 3.16: Rationalization using planar curves with tri-hex connectivity. (a) The ref-
erence surface. (b) The initial mesh, with the planarity constriants imposed
on every second polyline of each family. (c) The optimized mesh. (d) By
deleting the mesh region outside the range of the reference surface, and
collecting the polylines with planarity constraints, we obtain a curve net-
work of tri-hex connectivity. The fitting planar curves for the polylines are
shown in dark blue with smaller radius, indicating small deviation between
the polylines and planar curves. (e) We check whether this planar web is
trivial, in a way similar to Figure 3.15(c). The deviation between the red
point and the yellow points indicate that the web is not trivial.
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3.16(d). In Figure 3.16(d), the best fitting planar polylines are shown with smaller radius
in dark blue, indicating only small deviation between them. Figure 3.16(e) shows the
point p (in red) which minimizes (3.27), and the footpoints of p onto the planes. We
see that the computed planar web is not trivial. Note, however, that this planar web
may not be useful, due to aesthetic reasons. This example shows that it can be difficult
to find a web which satisfies the imposed conditions and is aesthetically pleasing at the
same time.
Webs with Circular Curves
Figure 3.18 shows a discrete web with some curves being circular. We want this web to
approximate a given surface, with two families of geodesics and one family of circular
curves which are in vertical planes. From the analysis in Section 3.2.7, we see that if
we impose geodesic and circular conditions on every polyline within the corresponding
families, we may not have enough degrees of freedom. Therefore, we only require every
4th polyline of the circular family to be a circular polyline in a vertical plane. Besides,
to reduce the number of constraints for the web surface, we do not use the whole given
surface as reference shape, but take the boundary curve and another curve on the surface
as constraint curves (see Figure 3.18(a)). LetL1,L2 be the geodesic families of polylines,
and L3 be the circular family. We use the following target functional
F = λproxfprox,I + λgeod
∑
i=1,2
fgeod(Li) + +λcirclefcircle(L3)
+λplanarfplanar(L3) + λfair,II
∑
i=1,2
ffair,II(Li) + λfair,IIIffair,III(L3).
Here the functional fplanar is used to constrain the circular polylines to lie in vertical
planes. The vertices of the initial mesh lie on the given surface (see Figure 3.18(b)).
Figure 3.18(c) shows the optimized mesh, as well as the best fitting vertical circular
curves to the polylines with circularity constraints. The fitting circular curves are shown
in dark blue with larger radius (130% of the radius of the brown polylines). Figure
3.18(d) shows the optimized mesh with the constraint curves. Figure 3.18(e) shows the
normalized geodesic curvature plots for the two geodesic families of polylines. We trim
the optimized mesh by a plane which represents the ground, to obtain a curve network
useful for architecture (see Figure 3.18(f)). Figure 3.18 is an architectural design based
on this curve network.
Webs of Cylinder Topology
Next we show some webs of cylinder topology. Such a web can represent the shape of
a tower. Among the three families of polylines, one of them contain close polylines,
which we will call the horizontal family. The remaining two families will be called the
diagonal families. The regular connectivity of the mesh means that all polylines in the
horizontal family have the same number of vertices. In the examples below, all polylines
in the diagonal families are required to be geodesics, and some polylines of the horizontal
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
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10−2
10−1
1
(e)
(f)
Figure 3.17: A web containing circular curves. (a) The boundary curve (in red) and an-
other curve (in green) on a given surface are taken as the constraint curves.
(b) The initial mesh for the web. (c) The optimized mesh. The best fitting
vertical circular curves are shown in dark blue with larger radius, indicat-
ing small deviation from the respective mesh polylines. (d) The optimized
mesh is indeed close to the constraint curves. (e) The normalized geodesic
curvature for the two families of geodesic polylines. (f) The polylines are
trimmed by a plane representing the ground, resulting in a curve network
useful for architectural design (see Figure 3.18).
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Figure 3.18: An architectural design based on Figure 3.17(f).
families are required to be planar curves in horizontal planes. Such conditions are useful
in constructing the outer surface of a building by two families of long strips, while
requiring the intersections of these strips to be aligned with floor levels of the building
(see Figure 3.4 for an example). Let L1, L2 be the diagonal families of polylines, and
L3 be the horizontal family. The target functional is of the form
F = λproxfprox + λbdryfbdry + λgeod
∑
i=1,2
fgeod(Li)
+λplanarfplanar(L3) + λfair,II
∑
i=1,2
ffair,II(Li) + λfair,IIIffair,III(L3). (3.28)
Figure 3.19 is a rationalization example. The two boundary curves of the given ref-
erence surface lie in horizontal planes (see Figure 3.19(a)). We use fprox,II as the shape
proximity functional fprox. And the boundary proximity functional fbdry penalizes the
deviation between the boundary curves of the web and the boundary curves of the given
surface. In order to have enough degrees of freedom for the proximity constraints, we
only require every 6th polyline in the horizontal family to be in a horizontal plane. In
the initial mesh, all vertices lie on the given surface, and all polylines of the horizontal
family lie on equidistant horizontal planes (see Figure 3.19(b)). Figure 3.19(c) shows
the optimized mesh, as well as the best horizontal fitting curves for the polylines with
planarity constraints. The horizontal fitting curves are shown in dark blue with larger
radius (130% of the radius of the brown polylines), indicating small deviation of the
polylines from horizontal curves. The normalized geodesic curvature for the diagonal
families are shown in Figure 3.19(d). Figure 3.20 is an architectural design based on this
web.
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(a) (b) (c)
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(d)
Figure 3.19: Rationalization using a web of cylinder topology. (a) The reference sur-
face. (b) The initial mesh for the web. (c) The optimized mesh. The fitting
horizontal planar curves are shown in dark blue with larger radius, and indi-
cate small deviation from the corresponding polylines. (d) The normalized
geodesic curvature for the two families of geodesic polylines.
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Figure 3.20: An architectural design based on the web in Figure 3.19. For the diagonal
families of curves, we introduce additional high frequency bending of small
amplitude to obtain a “weaving” design.
Figure 3.22 is a form-finding example. The two boundary curves of the web are
constrained to two ellipses in horizontal planes (shown in Figure 3.22(a)). We require all
polylines in the horizontal families to be horizontal planar curves. It can be shown that
there are enough degrees of freedom for such conditions: Every boundary vertex of the
mesh is constrained on a curve, and has one d.o.f. for its position. Each interior vertex
has three d.o.f. for its position. Therefore, the total number of d.o.f. for vertex positions
of the mesh is 3NIV +NBV , where NIV and NBV are the number of interior vertices and
boundary vertices, respectively. The geodesic conditions induce 2NIV constraints. The
horizontal planar condition for each interior polyline L (i.e., with no boundary vertex) of
the horizontal family induces NLV − 1 constraints, with NLV being the number of vertices
on L. In total the planar conditions induce
∑
(NLV − 1) = NIV −Nh constraints for the
interior polylines of the horizontal family, where Nh is the number of interior polylines.
So the number of the remaining d.o.f. is
3NIV +NBV − 2NIV − (NIV −Nh) = NBV +Nh > 0
This form-finding problem is solved in a multiresolution way: We start from a coarse
initial mesh M0, with its boundary vertices incident with the constraint curves (see
Figure 3.22(b)). The target functional (3.28) is minimized to obtain an optimized mesh
M˜0 (see Figure 3.22(c)). Then M˜0 is subdivided by introducing new vertices at midpoints
of mesh edges (see Figure 3.21 ), which gives a finer new mesh M1 as the initial mesh for
the next level of optimization (see Figure 3.22(d)). Such subdivision and optimization
is iterated, until we obtain an optimized mesh at the desired resolution. Figure 3.22(e)
shows the optimized mesh M˜2. Also shown in Figure 3.22(e) are the horizontal planar
fitting curves in dark blue with smaller radius, which are not visible. Figure 3.22(f)
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Figure 3.21: Subdividng a regular mesh by connecting the mid-points of edges.
shows the normalized geodesic curvature for the polylines in the diagonal families. We
can see that both the planarity conditions and the geodesic conditions are well satisfied,
confirming our analysis for the degrees of freedom.
We can even iteratively “grow” a web of cylinder topology, using a set of guiding curves
{Ci} to control the shape of the surface. In each iteration, we optimize a web of cylinder
topology with respect to the following constraints: The bottom boundary vertices are
constrained to be close to a given curve in the plane z = 0. The top boundary curve
is constrained to be in a horizontal plane z = (k − 1)h, where h is a constant and k
is the number of polylines in the horizontal family. We require all interior polylines of
the horizontal family to be in horizontal planes. Besides, we sample the guiding curves
between the planes z = 0 and z = (k − 1)h to obtain a set of points {qj}, and the mesh
need to be close to these points. Note that the constraints for polylines are the same
as the previous example, except that the top boundary vertices are not constrained to a
curve, but to a horizontal plane. This leads to one more degree of freedom for each top
boundary vertex. From an analysis similar to the previous example, we conclude that
the difference between the number of d.o.f. for the vertex coordinates and the number
of constraints for the polylines equals 32NBV +Nh > 0. Therefore, it is possible to have
enough d.o.f. for the positional constraints induced by the points {qj}. The optimized
mesh in each iteration is augmented by one layer of new vertices to become the initial
mesh for the next iteration: Let M˜ (k) be the optimized mesh for the current iteration,
with k polylines in its horizontal family. We project the top boundary vertices of M˜ (k)
onto the plane z = kh to obtain a set of new vertices. These new vertices are added
to M˜ (k) to generate a new mesh M (k+1) of cylinder topology, with k + 1 polylines in
the horizontal family. M (k+1) becomes the initial mesh for the next iteration. Figure
3.23 is an example of such a growing web. Figure 3.23(a) shows the bottom boundary
constraint curve (in green) and the guiding curves (in red). We start from an initial
mesh M (3) with 3 polylines in the horizontal family, which is shown in Figure 3.23(b).
Figure 3.23(c) is the optimized mesh M˜ (3). Figure 3.23(d) shows the initial mesh M (4)
for the next iteration, which is derived from M˜ (3). Figure 3.23(e) is the optimized mesh
M˜ (38), with the horizontal planar fitting curves shown in dark blue with smaller radius
(not visibility in the figure). Figure 3.23(f) shows the normalized geodesic curvature
values for the diagonal families in M˜ (38).
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Figure 3.22: Form-finding using a web of cylinder topology, in a multiresolution way.
(a) The constraint curves. (b) The initial mesh M0 for the initial level
of resolution. (c) The optimized mesh M˜0 for M0. (d) M˜0 is subdivided
to produce the initial mesh M1 for the next level of resolution. (e) The
optimized mesh M˜2. The fitting horizontal planar curves are shown in dark
blue (which are not visible, indicating the planarity of the corresponding
polylines). (f) The normalized geodesic curvature for the diagonal families
of polylines in M˜2.
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Figure 3.23: Growing a web of cylinder topology. (a) The bottom constraint curve (in
green) and the guiding curves (in red). (b) The initial mesh M (3). (c)
The optimized mesh M˜ (3) for M (3). (d) M˜ (3) is augmented by a layer of
new vertices to generate the initial mesh M (4) for the next iteration of
optimization. (e) The optimized mesh M˜ (38). The fitting horizontal planar
curves are shown in dark blue (which are not visible, indicating that the
horizontal planar conditions are well satisfied). (f) The normalized geodesic
curvature for the diagonal families of polylines in M˜ (38).
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Weights and Timing
Table 3.1 shows the weights and timing data for some examples above. Here #V is the
number of variables for the optimization problem. T is the timing (in seconds) for the
optimization, measured on a laptop with a 2.4GHz CPU. The m’s are the maximum
magnitude of the normalized components ρ in target functional (3.24) for specific prop-
erties of the optimized mesh, while the w’s are the corresponding contribution factors
used in (3.24).
Fig #V T mgeod w mplanar w mcircle w mfair,II w mfair,III w mbdry w mprox w
3.11 7563 100 0.06 0.0025 0.002 0.1 1·10−4 1 2·10−4 1
3.13 10074 214 0.05 0.09 0.001 1 0.001 1
3.15 5155 66 0.009 3 0.01 0.1 0.002 1
3.16 13396 1002 0.01 3 0.01 1 0.009 1 0.009 1
3.17 12537 210 0.4 0.045 0.003 1.5 0.002 1.5 0.002 4 0.002 1 0.006 0.4 0.005 0.4
3.19 13187 176 0.2 0.09 0.01 1.5 0.005 3 0.003 1 0.004 1.5 0.04 1
Table 3.1: Weights and timing for the optimization of discrete webs.
3.3 Exact Planar Webs
For the discrete webs constructed by optimization, usually the constraints for mesh
polylines can only be satisfied up to a certain threshold. For planar webs, however,
it turns out to be easy to give a complete parametric description of them. Such a
description enables us to compute a planar web using three families of planes, and the
curves in this web will be exactly planar. In this section we discuss the construction and
modification of these exact planar webs.
3.3.1 Discrete Planar Webs from Plane Families
Assume that the three families L1, L2, L3 of mesh polylines in a regular triangle mesh
L1 = {L1(i)}i∈Z,
L2 = {L2(j)}j∈Z,
L3 = {L3(k)}k∈Z
are defined such that polylines L1(i), L2(j) and L3(k) intersect in a vertex vij if and
only if i + j + k = c where c ∈ Z is a constant. In other words, the polylines can be
represented as
L1(i) = {. . . , vi0, vi1, vi2, . . .},
L2(j) = {. . . , v0j , v1j , v2j , . . .},
L3(k) = {. . . , v−k,c, v1−k,c−1, v2−k,c−2, . . .}.
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For a planar web, each polyline Lr(i) is contained in a plane Pr(i) (r = 1, 2, 3). Therefore,
there are three families of planes {P1(i)}i∈Z, {P2(j)}j∈Z, {P3(k)}k∈Z such that the mesh
vertices arise as the intersection
vij = P1(i) ∩ P2(j) ∩ P3(k), where i+ j + k = c. (3.29)
So the general description of a discrete planar web is as follows: Select three families of
planes and define the vertices of a triangle mesh by (3.29). Note that by this construction,
each mesh polyline is exactly planar. Figure 3.24 shows an example where all three
families are linear pencils of planes.
3.3.2 Continuous Planar Webs
The above method can be extended to describe a smooth surface where a web of planar
curves exists: Take three families of planes {P1(u)}u∈R, {P2(v)}v∈R, {P3(w)}w∈R, and
define a surface by
S(u, v) = P1(u) ∩ P2(v) ∩ P3(w) where u+ v + w = c, (3.30)
where c ∈ R is a constant. Then the iso-parameter lines u = const, v = const and
w = const define planar curves in this surface. On such a surface, we can recover three
families of parametric planar curves {C1(i)}i∈Z, {C2(j)}j∈Z, {C2(k)}k∈Z with the same
connectivity as the planar polylines in a discrete planar web, where
C1(i) = S(αi, r), r ∈ R,
C2(j) = S(s, αj), s ∈ R,
C3(k) = S(t, c− t− αk), t ∈ R
(3.31)
with α ∈ R being a non-zero constant. We call the surface in (3.30) a continuous planar
web. By choosing different values of α, we can obtain planar curve networks of different
density on the same continuous planar web (see Figure 3.25).
3.3.3 Constructing Continuous Planar Webs
To construct a continuous planar web, we need to select three continuous families of
planes. A plane can be identified with a normal vector n and a scalar d, such that any
point p on the plane satisfies equation n · p = d. Therefore, a continuous one-parameter
family of planes P (t) can be represented by a vector-valued function n(t) and a scalar-
valued function d(t). We use the notation P (t) = (d(t), n(t)) for this representation.
For three families of planes P1(u) = (d1(u), n1(u)), P2(v) = (d2(v), n2(v)), P3(w) =
(d3(w), n3(w)), the surface in (3.30) has a parametric form
S(u, v) =
d1(u)(n2(v)× n3(w)) + d2(v)(n3(w)× n1(u)) + d3(w)(n1(u)× n2(v))
det(n1(u), n2(v), n3(w))
,
(3.32)
where w = c− u− v.
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P1(i1)
P1(i0)
P2(j0)
P2(j1)
P3(k)
Figure 3.24: The vertices vij of a planar web are generated by the families P1, P2, P3
of planes via vij = P1(i) ∩ P2(j) ∩ P3(c − i − j). Here all three families of
planes are linear pencils.
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Figure 3.25: On a same surface defined by (3.30), we can obtain webs of planar curves
of different density, by choosing different values of α in (3.31).
Here we present two approaches to select plane families P1(u), P2(v), P3(w). In the
first approach, the three families of planes are orthogonal to the three coordinate axes
respectively. In the second approach, each family consists of the normal planes of a
parametric curve.
Plane Families Orthogonal to Coordinate Axes
If the three families of planes P1(u), P2(v), P3(w) are orthogonal to x axis, y axis and z
axis, respectively, they have constant normal vectors
n1(u) = (1, 0, 0),
n2(v) = (0, 1, 0),
n3(w) = (0, 0, 1),
and (3.32) is simplified to
S(u, v) = (d1(u), d2(v), d3(c− u− v)). (3.33)
In this case, we can control the shape of S(u, v) simply using the three scalar functions
d1(u), d2(v), d3(w). Here we give some examples of such surfaces. In all these exam-
ples, we use c = 2 in Equation (3.33), and we are interested in the region of S(u, v)
corresponding to the parameter domain 0 ≤ u, v ≤ 1, meaning that 0 ≤ c − u − v ≤ 2.
Therefore, we only need to specify the functions d1(u), d2(v), d3(w) on intervals [0, 1],
[0, 1], [0, 2], respectively.
Figure 3.26 shows an example with d1(u), d2(v) being cubic polynomial functions, and
d3(w) being a linear function. This is a translational surface. Note that we have two
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0 1
0
1
d1(u)
0 1
0
1
d2(v)
0 2
0
1
d3(w)
Figure 3.26: A continuous planar web (3.33) with d3(w) being a linear function, which
is a translational surface.
parametric curves
c1(u) = S(u, 0) = (d1(u), d2(0), d3(c− u)), u ∈ [0, 1],
and
c2(v) = S(0, v) = (d1(0), d2(v), d3(c− v)), v ∈ [0, 1].
Since d3 is a linear function, we have
d3(c− u) + d3(c− v) = d3(c) + d3(c− u− v).
From this
c1(u) + c2(v) = (d1(0) + d1(u), d2(0) + d2(v), d3(c) + d3(c− u− v))
= S(u, v) + (d1(0), d2(0), d3(c)).
Therefore, S(u, v) can be written as
S(u, v) = c1(u) + c2(v)− (d1(0), d2(0), d3(c)),
which means that S(u, v) is a translational surface [Farin 2001]. So we have: The
continuous planar web defined in Equation (3.33) is a translational surface if d3 is a
linear function.
Note that the surface parametrization in (3.33) is singular at a point if the partial
derivatives Su and Sv at that point is linear dependent, i.e.,
Su × Sv = 0. (3.34)
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0 1
0
1
d1(u)
0 1
0
1
d2(v)
0 2
0
1
d3(w)
qq
(a) (b)
qq
(c)
Figure 3.27: A continuous planar web with a singular point q. (a) The surface viewed
from different angles. (b) A closer look at the singular point q (in green).
Since
Su × Sv = (d′2(v)d′3(c− u− v), d′1(u)d′3(c− u− v), d′1(u)d′2(v)),
condition (3.34) is satisfied if for the three derivative values d′1(u), d′2(v) and d′3(c−u−v),
at least two of them are zero. Therefore, a singular point can be induced by stationary
points of functions d1, d2, d3 in the considered intervals. Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show
surfaces constructed from functions d1, d2, d3 with stationary points, as well as the
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0 1
0
1
d1(u)
0 1
0
1
d2(v)
0 2
0
1
d3(w)
(a)
qq
qq
(b)
Figure 3.28: A continuous planar web with a singular point. (a) The surface viewed from
different angles. (b) The singular point q (in green).
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singular points. At the singular point in Figure 3.27, Su, Sv are non-zero and parallel.
At the singular point in Figure 3.28, Su = Sv = 0. Also note that in Figure 3.27 there
is self-intersection of the surface, while in Figure 3.28 every point on the surface is a
double point.
Normal Planes of Parametric Curves
For a continuous one-parameter family P (t) of planes, there exists a parametric curve
c(t) whose normal plane at point c(t) coincides with P (t), apart from the degenerate
cases. If P (t) is given, c(t) can be found by solving an ODE. Therefore, we have
Proposition 3.1. A continuous planar web is defined by the families of normal planes of
P1(u), P2(v), P3(w) of three parametric curves c1(u), c2(v), c3(w) via Equation (3.30).
Note that for a given family of planes P (t), there may be more than one parametric
curve whose normal planes are P (t). For example, the following two curves
b1(t) = (R1 cos t, R1 sin t, 0),
b2(t) = (R2 cos t, R2 sin t, 0)
are different if R1, R2 > 0 and R1 6= R2, but they have the same family of normal planes.
For the description of a continuous planar web, we can use any of the curves which give
the desired family of normal planes.
In (3.32), the point S(u, v) is at infinity if det(n1(u), n2(v), n3(c−u−v)) = 0 [Pottmann
and Wallner 2001]. Such a point cannot be realized in an Euclidean space, and should
be avoided in the construction of a continuous planar web. The surface S(u, v) does not
have points at infinity in a parameter domain R, if
det(n1(u), n2(v), n3(c− u− v)) 6= 0, for all (u, v) ∈ R. (3.35)
Figure 3.29 shows some continuous planar webs derived from the normal planes of
three parametric curves. Condition (3.35) is used to guarantee that the surfaces are well
defined in the considered parameter domains.
To control the shapes of continuous planar webs derived from normal planes, we need
to control the parametric curves c1(u), c2(v), c3(w). In geometric modeling, B-spline
curves are among the most widely used forms of parametric curves. Their shapes can be
easily manipulated via their control points [Farin 2001]. In the following presentations,
we will focus on the case where c1(u), c2(v), c3(w) are B-spline curves. Suppose the
considered surface region is derived from normal planes of curve ci(t) on interval t ∈
[ai, bi] (i = 1, 2, 3). And we assume that ci(t) is a B-spline curve of degree ni defined
on a knot vector T = {t0, . . . , tmi+ni+1}, where tni = ai, tmi+1 = bi, with control points
{p(i)j }j=0,...,mi , i.e.,
ci(t) =
mi∑
j=0
Nnij (t)p
(i)
j . (3.36)
Here {Nnij (t)} are B-spline basis functions of degree ni defined on knot vector T .
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Figure 3.29: Continuous planar webs from normal planes of three curves. The normal
planes containing the planar curves on the surface are shown in the same
colors.
To ensure that condition (3.35) is satisfied on the considered parameter domain, we
note that for a parametric curve c(t), the normal vector of its normal plane is parallel
to its tangent vector. If c1(u), c2(v), c3(w) are all regular curves, condition (3.35) is
equivalent to
det(c˙1(u), c˙2(v), c˙3(c− u− v)) 6= 0, for all (u, v) ∈ R, (3.37)
where c˙1, c˙2, c˙3 are the first derivatives of c1(u), c2(v), c3(w), respectively. For the
B-spline curve ci(t) defined in (3.36),
c˙i(t) =
mi−1∑
j=0
ni
tj+ni+1 − tj
Nni−1j (t)∆p
(i)
j , (3.38)
where {Nni−1j (s)} are B-spline basis functions of degree ni − 1 defined on a knot vector
T˜ = {t1, . . . , tmi+ni}, and ∆p(i)j = p(i)j+1 − p(i)j are the difference vectors between neigh-
boring control points. From this we obtain a sufficient condition for S(u, v) to have no
point at infinity in the considered parameter domain
Proposition 3.2. If c1, c2, c3 are B-spline curves defined in (3.36), then the continuous
planar web defined by the normal planes of c1, c2, c3 has no point at infinity if
det(∆p
(1)
i ,∆p
(2)
j ,∆p
(3)
k ) > 0, for all i, j, k, (3.39)
or
det(∆p
(1)
i ,∆p
(2)
j ,∆p
(3)
k ) < 0, for all i, j, k. (3.40)
Proof. The derivative in (3.38) can be written as
c˙i(t) =
mi−1∑
j=0
B
(i)
j (t)∆p
(i)
j (3.41)
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with non-negative functions {B(i)j (t)}, such that for any t in the considered domain, not
all of {B(i)j (t)} are zero. Then in (3.37), the determinant expands to
det(c˙1(u), c˙2(v), c˙3(w)) =
∑
i,j,k
B
(1)
i (u)B
(2)
j (v)B
(3)
k (w) det(∆p
(1)
i ,∆p
(2)
j ,∆p
(3)
k ),
where w = c − u − v. Here the coefficient values {B(1)i (u)B(2)j (v)B(3)k (w)} are non-
negative, and not all of them are zero. Therefore, if condition (3.39) or (3.40) is satis-
fied, then det(c˙1(u), c˙2(v), c˙3(w)) is always positive or always negative on the considered
domain, which satisfies the condition (3.37) for no point at infinity.
Note that among the functions {B(i)j (t)} in (3.41) at most ni of them are non-zero
at a given parameter t, due to the local control property of B-spline curves. There-
fore, for det(c˙1(u), c˙2(v), c˙3(w)) to be non-zero, we only need to impose the condition
det(∆p
(1)
i ,∆p
(2)
j ,∆p
(3)
k ) > 0 or det(∆p
(1)
i ,∆p
(2)
j ,∆p
(3)
k ) < 0 on those index triples (i, j, k)
for which B
(1)
i (u)B
(2)
j (v)B
(3)
k (w) is non-zero for a certain parameter (u, v) in the consid-
ered domain. We can find such a set I of effective triples as follows. Let the knot vectors
of c1(u), c2(u), c3(w) be denoted by U = {u0, . . . , um1+n1+1}, V = {v0, . . . , vm2+n2+1},
W = {w0, . . . , wm3+n3+1}, respectively. For each pair of knot spans [uα, uα+1] (α =
n1, . . . ,m1) and [vβ, vβ+1] (β = n2, . . . ,m2) where uα 6= uα+1, vβ 6= vβ+1, the corre-
sponding range of w is
w ∈ [c− uα+1 − vβ+1, c− uα − vβ].
Let [wγ , wδ] (γ, δ ∈ Z) be the smallest knot span of W which contains the interval
[c− uα+1 − vβ+1, c− uα − vβ]. Then a triple (i, j, k) with α− n1 ≤ i ≤ α− 1, β − n2 ≤
j ≤ β − 1, γ − n3 ≤ k ≤ δ − 2 is contained in I. To summarize, we have
Corollary 3.3. The surface region considered in Proposition 3.2 has no point at infinity
if
det(∆p
(1)
i ,∆p
(2)
j ,∆p
(3)
k ) > 0, for all (i, j, k) ∈ I, (3.42)
or
det(∆p
(1)
i ,∆p
(2)
j ,∆p
(3)
k ) < 0, for all (i, j, k) ∈ I. (3.43)
3.3.4 Modification of Continuous Planar Webs
We can modify a continuous planar web into another one. Here we introduce two ap-
proaches to do so. These modification methods enable us to create new designs of
continuous planar webs from existing ones, instead of starting from scratch using the
methods in Section 3.3.3.
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Modification by Projective Transformations
In a three-dimensional real projective space RP 3 (obtained by adding points at infinity
to R3), a projective transformation is a mapping between points. Such a transformation
φ is represented by a 4× 4 regular matrix M. A point with homogeneous coordinates Q
(written as a column vector) is mapped by φ to a point with homogeneous coordinates
MQ. Such a mapping induce a mapping ψ between planes, represented by the 4 × 4
regular matrix M−T , such that a plane with homogeneous coordinates P is mapped
by ψ to a plane with homogeneous coordinates M−TP. If a point q is incident with
a plane P , then point φ(q) is incident with plane ψ(P ) [Pottmann and Wallner 2001].
Therefore, if a point q is the intersection between three planes P1, P2, P3, then point
φ(q) is the intersection between three planes ψ(P1), ψ(P2), ψ(P3). For a continuous
planar web S(u, v) = P1(u)∩P2(v)∩P3(w) generated by three families of planes P1(u),
P2(v), P3(w), the three plane families can be mapped by ψ to three new families of
planes P 1(u) = ψ(P1(u)), P 2(v) = ψ(P2(v)), P 3(w) = ψ(P3(w)). P 1(u), P 2(v), P 3(w)
can be used to create a continuous planar web
S(u, v) = P 1(u) ∩ P 2(v) ∩ P 3(w),
and point S(u, v) is the image of S(u, v) via mapping φ
S(u, v) = φ(S(u, v)).
Therefore, we can modify an existing planar web S(u, v) by specifying a projective
transformation φ and applying it to S(u, v). A projective transformation is determined
by two fundamental sets of points {qi}i=0,...,4 and {ri}i=0,...,4, which means that no four
points in {qi} are coplanar, and no four points in {ri} are coplanar. The matrix M of
the projective transformation is determined by conditions
MQi = λiRi, for some λi ∈ R \ {0}, i = 0, . . . , 4, (3.44)
where Qi and Ri are homogeneous coordinates of qi and ri, respectively [Pottmann and
Wallner 2001]. Note that since {qi} is a fundamental set, vectors {Qi}i=0,...,3 form a basis
of R4, and Q4 can be represented as Q4 =
∑3
i=0 aiQi. Similarly, R4 can be represented
as R4 =
∑3
i=0 biRi. Now denote Q̂i = aiQi, R̂i = biRi, i = 0, . . . , 3, then the condition
(3.44) is equivalent to
MQˆi = Rˆi, i = 0, . . . , 3.
Therefore, M can be obtained by solving a linear system[
Q̂0Q̂1Q̂2Q̂3
]T
MT =
[
R̂0R̂1R̂2R̂3
]T
For the modification of a planar web S(u, v) we can choose five points on S(u, v) which
form the source fundamental set {qi}, and specify another five points as the image
fundamental set {ri}, determining the matrix M. The new planar web S(u, v) will be
incident with the points {ri}. Figure 3.30 shows an example of such modification.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.30: Modification of a continuous planar web using a projective transformation.
(a) The original surface, with the source fundamental set of points (in pur-
ple), viewed from different angles. (b) The modified surface, with the target
fundamental set of points (in purple), viewed from same angles as (a). (c)
The original and modified surfaces are put together for comparison.
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Note that under a projective transformation M, some points on the original surface
may be mapped to points at infinity. Let Pinf be the homogeneous coordinates of the
plane at infinity, Then the plane P0 with homogeneous coordinates M
TPinf is mapped
to the plane at infinity. If P0 intersects with the original surface, the intersection points
will be mapped to points at infinity. To avoid points at infinity on the modified surface,
we need to make sure that plane P0 does not intersection with the original surface.
Interactive Deformation by Optimization
The second approach is only applicable to continuous planar webs derived from the nor-
mal planes of three B-spline curves. Starting from such a continuous planar web S(u, v)
defined on a parameter domain R, we sample a set of points {(ui, vi)} inside R. The cur-
rent surface points {S(ui, vi)} at these parameter values give a set of “handles”, which
the user can drag to desired locations {qi}. Then we search for a new continuous planar
web S(u, v) by changing the control point positions of the three B-spline curves, such
that points {S(ui, vi)} are close to {qi}, This is done by minimizing a target functional
F = λfairffair +
∑
i
wi‖S(ui, vi)− qi‖2, (3.45)
where wi > 0 are weights for each point, ffair is a fairing functional for S(u, v), and
λfair is the weight for ffair. The variables are the control point coordinates of the three
B-spline curves.
The weights {wi} in Equation (3.45) are chosen as follows. We separate all sample
parameters {(ui, vi)} into two sets: the “moved set” M = {i | S(ui, vi) 6= qi} for
which the target point location differ from the current surface point, and the “fixed set”
F = {i | S(ui, vi) = qi} for which the target point is the same as the current surface
point. On the one hand, we want to make the new positions {S(ui, vi)}i∈I of the moved
set close to their target positions. On the other hand, we want to achieve the effect that
the surface region further away from the moved set is more constrained to its current
position. We set wi = 1 for each point in the moved set. The weight for a point in
the fixed set depends on its distance Di to the moved set. The larger this distance is,
the larger the weight becomes. Let Dmax = maxi∈F Di and Dmin = mini∈F Di be the
maximum and minimum values of such distances. Then wi(i ∈ F) is defined as
wi =
Di −Dmin
Dmax −Dminα+
Dmax −Di
Dmax −Dminβ,
where α, β ∈ R are user-defined values such that 0 ≤ β  α ≤ 1. The distance Di is
defined as the minimum distance to a point in the moved set, measured either in the
parameter domain
Di = min
j∈M
‖(ui, vi)− (uj , vj)‖, (3.46)
or using the Euclidean distance between current surface points
Di = min
j∈M
‖S(ui, vi)− S(uj , vj)‖. (3.47)
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To define the fairing term in (3.45), we take the intersection points between the three
families of planar curves C1(i), C2(j), C3(k) defined in (3.31). These points are the
vertices of a regular mesh of a discrete planar web, where the three families of mesh
polylines L1, L2, L3 correspond to C1(i), C2(j), C3(k), respectively. We define the
fairing term based on these polylines
ffair =
∑
i=1,2,3
ffair,σ(Li), σ = II, III,
with ffair,σ(Li) defined in Equation (3.4).
Since the initial surface S(u, v) is constructed from three B-spline curves according to
Section 3.3.3, the initial control points satisfy (3.42) or (3.43). To ensure that the new
surface S(u, v) is free of points at infinity, we need to maintain a condition
η · det(∆p(1)i ,∆p(2)j ,∆p(3)k ) > 0, for all (i, j, k) ∈ I, (3.48)
where η = 1 if the initial surface S(u, v) satisfies (3.42), and η = −1 if S(u, v) satisfies
(3.43). I is the same as in (3.42) and (3.43). In other words, we maintain the same
sufficient condition for no point at infinity as the initial surface. Therefore, the new
surface S(u, v) is obtained by minimizing the target function (3.45) subject constraints
(3.48). This constrained optimization problem is solved by sequential quadratic pro-
gramming [Nocedal and Wright 2006]. Our implementation uses the SLSQP algorithm
implemented in NLopt library [Johnson 2011] which is based on [Kraft 1988] [Kraft
1994].
Figure 3.31 shows two examples of such modification. Figure 3.31(a) shows the original
surfaces, as well as the B-spline curves and the normal planes. The handles are sampled
as the intersection points of a network of planar curves (shown in red) defined in (3.31).
Among the target positions of the handles (shown in white), only one of them is different
from the original position (marked as q1). Figures 3.31(b) and 3.31(c) are the modified
surfaces, using weighting schemes defined by (3.47) and (3.46), respectively.
Table 3.2 shows some details of the optimization. Here Ncp is the total number of
control points for the B-spline curves. #var is the number of variables for the optimiza-
tion problem. Nhandle is the number of handles. Nfair is the number of sample points for
the fairing term. T is the timing in seconds.
Figure Ncp #var Nhandle Nfair T
3.31 Left 15 45 49 2401 6
3.31 Right 21 63 36 2304 3
Table 3.2: Details and timing for the deformation in Figure 3.31.
3.4 Discussion
There are limitations to the discrete web optimization, especially to finding webs such
that both a reference surface is approximated and geometric properties are fulfilled.
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q1
q1
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.31: Interactive deformation of continuous planar webs. (a) The continuous
planar webs before deformation, with one target point q1 different from the
original position of the handle. (b) Deformed surface using “Euclidean”
weights (3.47). The original surface shape is also shown for comparison.
(b) Deformed surface using “parametric” weights (3.46).
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This is due to the global and coupled nature of constraints. For some surfaces there
simply exists no web which can satisfy all the constraints without large deviation from
the surface. For such cases our algorithm will fail to produce satisfactory results. It
remains a challenging research problem to give a precise characterization of the types of
webs that can exist on a given surface.
Due to the global nature of the constraints, local control of webs can be expected
to be available only to a limited extent. For the case of nontrivial planar webs, any
change of one of the families of planes will influence the surface at least along strips.
For geodesic webs covering a given surface S0, a dimension count in the smooth case
shows that we cannot expect that locally deformed surfaces St (0 ≤ t < ε) are still
covered by a geodesic web. By [Volk 1929], St must satisfy a certain 4th order PDE. If
the deformation is local, all St’s share values and derivatives along a common boundary.
This usually implies that all St’s are the same.
A combinatorial limitation is the regularity of meshes we use. It is possible to extend
the discrete web optimization approach to irregular meshes (i.e., meshes containing in-
terior vertices of valence 6= 6). For an interior vertex v of even valence which is different
from 6 (a singular vertex), we can still categorize opposite neighboring vertices into the
same mesh polyline containing v and apply the functionals in Section 3. However, this
does not make sense in most cases. For instance, requiring the geodesic property near a
singular vertex leads to a singularity of the surface geometry. This implication “combina-
torial singularity =⇒ geometric singularity” follows from the existence of geodesic mesh
polylines which run side by side before encountering the singularity and which diverge
immediately afterwards, implying a concentration of Gaussian curvature (see the Jacobi
equation (2.2)). Other work on regular triangular and hexagonal parametrizations such
as [Nieser et al. 2010] does not surfer from this problem.
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In this thesis, we described methods to create patterns of special curves on surfaces,
which find applications in design and realization of freeform architecture.
We first presented an evolution approach to generate a series of curves which are ei-
ther geodesic or piecewise geodesic, starting from a given source curve on a surface. This
approach “propagates” curves across the surface so that the distance functions between
neighboring curves are close to given target functions. Each new curve is computed
according to a Jacobi field on the current “wavefront” curve of the propagation which is
closest to the target distance function. The Jacobi fields give first order approximations
of distance fields from the wavefront curve to a neighboring curve. The problem of select-
ing a Jacobi field that is closest to the target distance function is easily solvable, thanks
to the linear structure of the space of Jacobi fields. The use of target distance functions
provides flexibility in the creation of curve patterns. In the simplest case of constant
target distance functions, we obtain curve patterns which represent layouts of panels
with straight developments and approximately constant widths, which are important for
fabrication of architectural freeform shapes and for interior design. Using other types
of target distance functions, we are able to obtain non-trivial patterns adapted to spe-
cific needs for design and construction. Using this evolution approach, we can explore
different patterns by specifying different source curves and target distance functions.
This leads to more predictable and controllable results than the nonlinear optimization
approach to geodesic D-strip models in [Pottmann et al. 2008b].
We then presented computational tools to create functional webs, i.e., three families
of curves with regular connectivity, where the curves have designated special properties
(planar, circular or geodesic). By discretizing a web as a regular triangle mesh, we can
compute a discrete web using an optimization approach, where the target functional
penalizes the deviation of the curves from their target properties. To investigate the
solvability of this optimization problem for specific target properties, we estimate the
number of d.o.f for a functional web as the difference between the number of mesh vertex
coordinates and the number of constraints induced by curve properties. This estimation
helps the user to choose target curve properties which are achievable for a specific web.
For webs consisting of planar curves, we show how they can be computed in an exact
way using three families of planes. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first sys-
tematic investigation into practical computation of functional webs. Recent emergence
of web structures in architecture poses new challenges in their realization, since every
general-shaped curve element has to be fabricated by CNC-machining, resulting in high
manufacturing cost [Scheurer 2010]. Our computational framework can help the archi-
tects to design webs with curve elements that are easy to fabricate, leading to economical
realization of such structures.
For future work on geodesic patterns, we would like to extend the evolution approach
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to address some current limitation. The current approach of evolution only works for sur-
face patches of disk topology. In order to use this approach to cover a surface with other
topologies, we need to segment the surface into patches, e.g., using the segmentation
algorithm from [Pottmann et al. 2010]. Such segmentation may not always be desirable.
For example, for a surface of revolution, we would like the generated pattern to maintain
symmetry with respect to the rotation axis. However, the segmentation approach can-
not guarantee such symmetry. Instead, we can apply the evolution approach to closed
curves which are piecewise geodesic. The Jacobi fields on such piecewise geodesic closed
curves can be computed in a way similar to the Jacobi fields on piecewise geodesic open
curves. Such closed curves can be propagated on a surface of cylinder topology without
the need for segmentation. Besides, when segmenting a complicated surface for geodesic
patterns, the user may want to control the positions of singularities, i.e., points where
more than two patches meet. We can work on a segmentation algorithm which respects
specified singularity positions, and produces patches of disk or cylinder topology which
are suitable for the evolution of geodesic/piecewise geodesic curves.
For future work on functional webs, an interesting topic is the exploration of shape
spaces of functional webs with given curve properties. This can be done following the
approach of [Yang et al. 2011]: A web discretized as a regular triangle mesh can be
represented by a vector in R3|V | which includes the mesh vertex coordinates, where |V |
is the number of vertices. A target property of an edge polyline defines a set of constraints
for the coordinates of its vertices. Therefore, for a given set of curve properties, the webs
with these properties correspond to a manifold in R3|V | defined by the corresponding
constraints. If this manifold is not an empty set of points, we can allow the user to explore
it to see the possible shapes of webs. Such exploration is useful in the design of a web.
Another interesting and related topic is the existence of discrete webs with given curve
properties. The estimation of the number of d.o.f. for a web in Chapter 3 is only a rough
one. First of all, the constraints derived from curve properties may not be independent,
or may contradict each other. These cases are not taken into account by the current
estimation. For example, according to this estimation, we cannot construct a web where
all curves are circular, because the number of constraints exceeds the number of vertex
coordinates. However, as shown in [Pottmann et al. 2011], such webs do exist. Moreover,
the constraints from curve properties are all nonlinear. Therefore, the difference between
the number of variables and the number of constraints may not reflect the actual degrees
of freedom for the solutions. The existence of discrete webs with given properties is a
challenging yet important topic. Its solution will shed light on the problem of existence
of hexagonal webs with corresponding properties, which remains an open topic in web
geometry.
Within architectural geometry, an important future work is construction-aware design
for freeform architecture. Traditionally in an architectural project, design and ratio-
nalization are separate tasks. The architect first uses CAD tools to create the designed
shape. This design then goes through the rationalization process, which generates a sim-
plified model that is suitable for fabrication. The rationalization process usually involves
complicated nonlinear optimization, and the output model may not always be consis-
tent with the architect’s original intent. In that case, the architect needs to modify the
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original design, and apply rationalization again. Sometimes this cycle between design
and rationalization needs to be iterated for a few times before a satisfactory result is
obtained. Such iteration is time-consuming. Also, it is not easy to know what changes
on the original design are needed to produce a specific rationalized shape. Therefore,
researchers have recently started working on construction-aware design tools, which inte-
grate rationalization into the design process. Such tools will generate only those designs
which meet the specified manufacturing and feasibility constraints. For the geodesic
pattern problem, we may start from some target distance functions, and look for sur-
faces which allow families of geodesic/piecewise geodesic curves with distance functions
between neighboring curves matching the target functions. For functional webs, we can
start from a set of target curve properties, and look for webs consisting of curves with
these properties. In both cases, the feasible shapes may form a space, and the idea of
shape space exploration will be useful in the design process.
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